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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N.

INSTRUCTED
FOR ROOSEVELT
Convention's Work Satisfactory and
Harmonious Except Its Fluke on
Statehood Question Largest Re
publican Territorial Gathering
Ever Held Twitchell Beaten by
139 to 32.
The Republican territorial convention at Las Vegas on Saturday probably stands unprecedented in recent
years as to the number of delegates in
attendance, the enthusiasm displayed
and the harmony that prevailed, which
was broken only by intemperate addressee made by R. E. Twitchell and
G. W. Prichard and which were properly rebuked by the overwhelming majority the convention gave D. J. Leahy
over R. E. Twitchell for delegate to
the national convention at Chicago.
The meeting of the Republican central committee in the forenoon was described in. Saturday's New Mexican. It
needs but to be added that the proceedings were harmonious and that
Albuquerque was selected as the place
for holding the Republican territorial
convention to nominate a candidate for
Cona delegate to the Fifty-nintgress, the executive committee to fix
the date.
Convention Proceedings.
The convention was called to order
by Central Committee Chairman Frank
A. Hubbell, who made a speech in laudation of Republican principles.
Upon recommendation of the central committee the convention organized temporarily by electing W. A. Hawkins of
Alamogordo, chairman; J. J. Sheridan
of
of Albuquerque, H. H. Howard
San Marcial, and J. P. Brackett of
Raton, secretaries; Jose D. Sena and
George W. Armijo, of Santa Fe. and
Benigno Romero of Anton Chico, inter-

while, the real battle of the conven
tion had been fought out in the com
mittee on resolutions upon the state
hood plank. A strong resolution in
favor of separate statehood had been
offered by E. L. Bartlett. W. B. Chil- ders presented instead the following

resolution:
"We hereby express our confidence
in the national administration and
Congress to deal with us in the matter
of statehood fairly and justly." The
few joint statehood advocates soon
saw that the sentiment was almost
unanimous for an expression in favor
of separate statehood and agreed to
the following resolution by W. A.
Hawkins:
"We favor and of right, are entitled
to statehood within the boundary lines
of our Territory as they now exist. We
hereby express our confidence in the
national administration and Congress
to deal with us in the matter of statehood fairly and justly."
This was passed unanimously, after
an amendment by L. O. Fullen, "That
union with Arizona is neither desirable
nor practical," was voted down by 14
to 10 votes. The minority intended to
bring this amendment before the convention as there was no doubt that at
least 100 of the delegates were in favor of the strongest kind of a separate
statehood plank, but owing to the lateness of the hour and the counsel of National Committeeman Solomon Luna,
that the words:
"We favor and of right are entitled
preters
W. A. Hawkins made a strong ad- - to statehood within the boundary lines
dress reviewing the achievements of of our Territory," included the objec
the Republican party. Rev. Norman tion to the proposed unjon with AriSkinner of the Las Vegas Presbyter- zona.
ian Church led in fervent prayer ask- Strong "separate" statehood ad
ins the Divine blessing and guidance dresses were made by H. O. Bursum,
for the deliberations of the conven- L. O. Fullen and F. C. Stevens, they
tion. Mayor K. D. Goodall delivered arguing that since everyone present
a witty and hearty address of wel- really favored "separate" statehood,
come on behalf of the city of East Las the minority only acceding to joint
Vegas, while A. A. Jones performed statehood as a lesser of two supposed
the same agreeable task in equally as evils, it was wrong for the Republican
witty and humorous a manner on be- party of the Territory, to show cow
half of the town of Las Vegas and the ardice in not voicing its tnie opinions;
to be trimming and truckling when
Commercial Club.
A telegram and a letter from Dele there is a man in the presidential
'
gate B. S. Rodey were read. In them chair who hates cowards and admires
the
that
declared
he
single statehood courage that is the result of honest
h

cause was "dead., dead, dead," and
urged the convention to favor joint
statehood in its resolutions. The letter and telegram were referred to the
committee on resolutions.
Committees Appointed.
The
following committees were
then appointed, one member from each

county;
s
Permanent organization J. W.
of Santa Fe, chairman ; S. Sanchez,
E. A. Cahoon, J. H. Franklin, Martin
Lohman, L. O. Fullen, D. C. Hobart, C.
,
Spence, M. C. de Baca, J. W. Hanni-ganS. Canavan, J. Navarro, H. H.
Ak-er-

Majors, M. B. Goldenburg, W. G. Sargent, W. E. Llndsey, A. Sandoval, J.
W. Akers, Zacasias Valdez, W. M. Rob-binA. C. Abeyta, Malaquias Martinez, C. Schalter, Jesus C. Sanchejs, C.
V. Safford.
Credentials W, G. Sargent, chairman; Morgan O. Llewellyn, secretary;
W. S, Praeger, A. G. Dawson, Don H.
Kedzie, H. Lutz Benigno Romero, J.
Steven Canavan, E.
V. Hannigan,
H. Biernbaum, R. S. Connell, L. O.
Fullen, W. E. Lindsay, C. M. Sandoval,
David M. White, Felipe Delgado, W. H.
Robbins, A. B. Baca, S. Hart, E. Galle-goCarlos Baca C. V. Safford.
Rules and order Ben Bibo, chairman; E. A. Cahoon, D. J. Leahy, J.
Gonzales, L. O. Fullen, L. H. Bartlett,
Jose Serano, H. Selnhardt, A. W. Pollard, Alexander Bowie, J. B. Martinez,
A. J. King. Donald Stewart, Alexander
Read, W. E. Linsey, J. M. Montoya, M.
A Ortiz, C. C. Gise, W. H. Andrews,
Tose Torres, Jose Montano, Christian
Otto, C. V. Safford.
Resolutions E. L. Bartlett, chairman; C. V. Safford, secretary; W. B.
Childers, W. S. Praeger, M. B. Stock
ton H. D. Bowman. L. O. Fullen, W. H.
Newcomb, G. W. Prichard, G. H.
Smith A. W. Pollard, Alexander
Bowie, Cristoval Sanchez, W. A. Hawk
ins. D. Stewart P. Esquibel. W. E.
Lindsey. E. A. Miera, A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
V H. Andrews, H. O. Bursum, F. C.
Stevens,. C. Schlatter, J. Franco Chaves, C V. Safford.
In Committee on Resolutions.
The forenoon session adjourned' at 1
s,

s,

Those who spoke in favconvictions.
or of a mild expression of no expres-sion at all were W. B. Childers, H. D.
Bowman, J.. Franco Chaves, Alexander
Bowie and A. T. Rogers, Jr., but separate statehood won the day.
The Convention Reconvened.
When the convention reconvened at
4 o'clock, the main auditorium and the
galleries of the Duncan Opera House
were crowded, many members of the
female sex being among the spectators. The Las Vegas band rendered
patriotic strains which fitted well into
the enthusiasm that prevailed. The
auditorium was beautifully decorated
with the patriotic colors.
The very air was charged with ex
pectancy for the word had been passed
1
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nalillo County, T. S. Hubbell; Valencia, Juan C. Jaramillo; San Juan, C.
V. Safford; Chaves County, E. A. Cahoon; Eddie County, L. O. Fullen;
Sierra County, L. H Bartlett; Dona
Ana County, Jose Gonzales; San Miguel County, Canuto Lucero; Lincoln
County, Ira Witmore; Grant County, W. S. Newcomb; Union
County,
Charles Slater; Colfax County, A. G.
Demart.
Dodson;
Quay
County,
Stoval; Santa Fe County, Ricardo
Alarid; Taos County, E. B. Steward,
Socorro County, Esteyan Baca; Otero
County, A. J. King; Mora County, Ricardo Martinez; Luna County, A. W.
Pollard; Leonard Wood County, Sefe
rino Romero; Rio Arriba Count, Per- fecto Esquibel.
The report of the committee on credentials was accepted without even
being read for there were no contests.
The report of the committee on rules
caused some debate over the rule to
limit addresses to live minutes. M. C.
de Baca of Leonard Wood County,
This
moving to make it 30 minutes.
was voted down and the report was
adopted as read.
The resolutions including the separ
ate statehood plank, passed without a
voice raised in opposition or protest,

Luna the convention unanimously in
structed the delegation for President
Roosevelt. Adjournment took place at
5:45 p. m.
Resolutions as Adopted.
The following are the resolutions in
full as finally adopted by the conven-

tion:

CREDITORS OF SULLY
ANO COMPANY
A

CASUALTIES
MEET

Statement of Liabilities and Assets
is Being Prepared Firm Expects

MOUNTING UP

to Resume Shortly.
We, your committee on resolutions
Several Officers in Port Arthur
beg leave to submit the following:
New York, March 21 The members
Commit Suicide Under the
Whereas, at the last territorial Re of the cotton
brokerage firm of D. J.
publican convention, we were called Sully & Company, who made an assignStrain of Bombardment.
upon to mourn the tragic and untimely ment on
were in conference
Saturday,
death of our beloved President, Will with Mr. Cutcheon, counsel for the
iam McKinley; and now the sad news firm.
George F. Graham, counsel for INTERNAL DISSENTIONS
comes to us that his nearest friend
the Assignee Roadely, was at Sully's
And oHvfcar
iP mm nntlnnol office
early but when asked for a stateparty organization, has followed his ment said he would not have anything Should Russia Win in the Far East the
great chief of the world beyond:
to make public until after the meetDissatisfied
Element at Home
Be it resolved That in the death of
of the creditors late this aftering
Would Have to Be Reckoned
Marcus A. Hanna, the nation has lost noon. As
Sully entered the office he
one of its greatest statesmen, the said: "I am
With.
sure I shall resume very
one
of its foremost members,
Senate
shortly," adding that no statement of
the Republican party its able, trusted his assets or liabilities would be
ready
Port Arthur, March 21 It is stated
and wise leader, and the people gener until after the
of creditors to
meeting
ally one of their truest friends, in day. Cutcheon later made the follow- that several officers under the strain
of the bombardment have committed
whatever station or condition they ing statement:
suicide. The total number of casualwas
be.
He
relied
to
be
might
always
"A statement of assets and liabili
upon for advice, and assistance, wise ties is being prepared in Sully's office. ties in the town to date is 265.
Decorations Conferred.
counsel and prompt action in their bePeople generally, and even the cotton
Seoul, March 21 Marquis Ito has
half. In him was embodied the true
idea
little
but
have
element
exchange
been
idea of American citizenship; a self-- what
a tremendous job is involved in Plum decorated with the order of the
Blossom, usually given only to
the disturbing element reserving its made man in its best meaning, he was the
preparation of this statement. It is
An example to our youth and a monuwind for the proposed stampede.
doubtful whether this mass of work royalties. Minister Allen and the
ment to our institutions which can can be finished
Japanese Minister Hayashi have reThe Tug of War.
today."
ceived decorations of the first class of
The monotony was broken when E. produce such a character. That our
Pai Kuk. Minister Allen's decoration
C. Abbott of Santa Fe moved that the heartfelt sympathy is. extended to his
was conferred in recognition of his
following be declared the choice of the bweaved family in the loss of one so CHINESE LABORERS
valuable counsel and long intimacy
convention for delegates to the na- doar to them.
tional convention at Chicago: Delegate
Resolved, That on this fiftieth anniIN TRANSVAAL with the Emperor.
at large. Governor Miguel A. Otero, al- versary of the birth of the Republican
Brigadier General Allen Stopped.
Seoul, March 21 The Japanese
ternate. W. H. Greer; First Judicial party, we are profoundly grateful to
District, delegate, W. G. Sargent, al- the Providence which called it into ex- Liberal Leader Raises His Voice in Op have stopped Brigadier General Henry
T. Allen, chief of the Philippine conposition to the Measure in House
ternate,' George W. Armijo; Second istence, and has protected it during
Judicial District, delegate W. E. Dame, these 50 years in its work for the good
of Commons.
stabulary and the United States mili
tary observer with the Russian army,
alternate, Clark M. Carr; Third Judi- of the people and the glory of the na
cial District, delegate, W. H. H. Lle- tion. While it has met with reverses,
London, March 21 In the House of at Ping Yang, requesting him not to
wellyn, alternate W. H. Newcomb; checks and hindrances, and three of its Commons today the Liberal leader, Sir proceed nearer to their outposts.
Russia's Foes at Home.
Fourth Judicial District, delegate, Da- chosen Presidents have met untimely Henry Campbell Banncrman moved
vid J. Leahy, alternate, John Van death while in the discharge of their that his vote of censure be presented , St. Louis, March 21 Captain Alexis
Houten; Fifth Judicial District, dele- duty, yet it has never wavered in its on March 16 to the effect that "this Gregorian of Caucasus, Russia, is here
gate, H. O. Bursum, alternate, H. J. onward course, nor halted in its pro- House disapprove the conduct of his conferring with the World's Fair of
gress for the good of the whole peo- Majesty's government in advising the ficials, regarding the exhibition of a
Hagermann.
Then the carefully prepared stage ple; it has not been wedded to its Crown not to disallow the ordinance troupe of. Cossacks during the exposithunder broke forth. The oratorical idols of the past, but has foreseen new for the introduction of Chinese labor tion. In discussing the
war he said: "Russia has a great
pyrotechnics of the Twitchell adher- issues and conditions and been prompt in the Transvaal." Sir Henry said
ents filled the air, the galleries shout- to deal with them as they arose. That nothing that the government had done er foe than Japan within its own couned applause while the majority of the the conduct of national affairs upon since the close of the South African try. If it defeats the Japanese, Rusleclaration of the Philadelphia war had tried the people of this coun- sia will be the loser as the war costs
convention sat in grim silence. In rapid succession Margarito Romero mov- pi'. ..form of 1900, first under President try so much. If the new departure money and the laboring and student
nley, and afterwards by President was not checked it would be a source classes are dissatisfied and will not
ed to substitute the name of R. E. Mi
Twitchell for that of David J. Leahy; Ro'wevelt. meets with our cordial ap- of future weakness not only to the stand for taxation.
Germans Remain at Own Risk.
W. B. Childers seconded Twitchell's proval and highest admiration, especi- Transvaal but to the whole of Sov.tn
nomination on behalf of Bernalillo ally the administration of the Philip- Africa. He declared the Europeans in Yin Kow, March 21 The German
consul from
County; W. H. Andrews on behalf of pines, the passage of the law provid- South Africa were by a large majority of German Tien Tsin, at the meeting
citizens held yesterday,
Sierra County; 'M. c! de Baca on be ing ."or irrigation sites and reservoirs, opposed to the introduction of
counselled all the residents of that
ami t'lfv consummation of the treaty
half of Leonard Wood County; J. Fvs,-ce::ia! wi'j anoruy ie.
nationality, that they remain in New
vic'-'
Chaves, on bchslf of Valpn.''
Chwang at their own risk and that in
County; George W. Prichard on behalf constructed by the United States and
the event of a loss of property, its reof Lincoln County, the last named in a under its control for the commerce of REGULATING THE
covery is doubtful. Also that in the
surprising attack upon the men who the world, mark an era in the nation's
ADMISSION OF CHINESE event that Russia is defeated the rehold public office and upon one of the progress for which the Republican adcovery of losses, if possible, would
proposed delegates to the national con- ministration is entitled to the credit.
be after a long time. If the Jap
only
administration
the
That
Resolved,
is
vention of whom he said: "It unpredented that a New Mexico Republican of President Roosevelt during the per- New Treaty Being Formed to Take the anese were defeated the recovery
would be sooner.
P!ace cf the Old One Which Will
convention should pend a Democrat to iod of nearly three years, In which he
Guidance Will Benefit Corea.
as
Shortly.
of
Japanese
head
Expire
the
at
nation,
has
been
the
convention."
the Republican national
.
Seoul, March 21 Marquis Ito has
Twitchell rounded "out the carefully the successor of the lamented McKin-lev21 A
new held a large reception which was atMarch
merits our highest admiration and
Washington,
prepared effort by a most bitter, vin
out
the
polihas
carried
of tended by the foreign legation officials.
admission
He
the
approval.
veiled
treaty,
regulating
dictive and poisonous, though
attack upon the territorial administra cy and expressed wishes of his pre- Chinese into the United States, is in He expressed the belief that under
The
existing
treaty Japanese guidance, Corea will advance
tion and of those who chose to sup- decessor, and has met new issues and preparation.
beGresh-aas
he
arose
commercially and intellectually, it be
when
was
made
which
conditions
by
they
Secretary
port it whose collars and "chains
e
its in
and Minister Wu in 1899, will ex- ing Japan's intention to
clanked to them sweet music." His in- lieved McKinley would have done. To
vective and sarcasm were as venomous him more than any other belongs the pire next December by limitation. fluence that the Coreans never will reas they were eloquent. Zacarias Val- credit of the consummation of that While much reticence is observed at gret their connection with her. The
dez arose three times and in Spanish great project, the Isthmian Canal en- present as to the lines upon which the Marquis will leave for Japan on March
ad- tirely under American control, which new convention is being formed, there 25th.
hurled lightning at the
Chinese Squadron at Che Foo.
for years past has been the hope of is reason to believe that it will be
ministration supporters.
Che Foo, March 21 The Chinese
his vigorous prose- more liberal in the treatment of Chin
And
the
by
people.
side
had
its
Then the other
inning.
cution of illegal trusts, his impartial ese who desire to enter the United Pea Yang squadron, consisting of three
Elfigo Baca of Socorro; Ralph S. Con- attitude toward
labor and capital, his States when they are not actually of cruisers under the command of Admirnell of Otero; F. C. Stevens of Taos,
of
alleged the coolie class, than the existing al Tsah has arrived here. It is underthorough
investigation
and others spoke in temperate terms,
stood that it will proceed to New
postof-flcin
and
the
frauds
corruption
treaty.
last and best of all, David J. Leahy of
Chwang as soon as the ice is cleared
and land departments of the govout
certain
it
who
that
Raton,
pointed
same
from that port.
the
demonstrated
has
ernment,
ly seemed strange that since the oppo
to
GRANTED.
caused
PETITION
the
which
people
Triple Alliance Formed.
qualities
sition to the administration was veil
e
St. Petersburg. March 21 The
him four years ago as a suitable
select
office
to
behind
alleged repugnance
ing
office
in
for
the
prominently
and
high
publishes
Vremya
person
proper
that the
holders and
of Vice President. And we believe United States to Intervene in Case of Paris, a dispatch declaring that it is
point'of attack should be one who was that he has earned the right to occupy
Kansas Versus Colorado Involving
believed a triple alliance has been ,
not an office holder and was a life long
Water Right.
the
formed between Japan. China, and
of
the
people,
the
suffrages
by
sham
Republican. This punctured the
opCorea and that this is the real object
now
holds
office
he
which
by
great
and Mr. Leahy carried delegates and
March 21 The Su- of the Marquis Ito's visit to Seoul.
of the law. Therefore, we inWashington,
eration
out
He
him.
with
pointed
galleries
our delegates to the national preme Court of the United States to- Reported Capture of Japanese Unconhow the Republicans of Colfax Coun- struct
firmed.
to vote for, and use . all day granted the petition of the United
convention
ty had turned a Gibraltar of New
St. Petersburg. March 21 Beyond
means to secure the fear- States to intervene in the case of the
Mexico Democracy into a safe Repub honorable
strenuous American, state of Kansas versus Colorado in- the movement of troops to the far
lican majority of 500; how Colfax less, patriotic,
as the candidate volving the use of water in the Ar- East, which is progressing satisfactor
Theodore
Roosevelt,
County had never been given any po- of the
for President of the Uni kansas River.
ily and in accordance with Russian
party
terria
honor
of
sition
Republican
by
House.
ted
States.
plans, advices indicate little change in
torial convention.
21 Immediate- the situation.
March
terriWashington,
of
the
conduct
Resolved, That
The Previous Question.
No official telegrams announcing col- in all its branches, un- ly after the House met today Mr. Hep
The previous question, the effect of torial affairs,
burn, rising to a question of privilege. J.lisions with the enemy, have been re
Governor
of
administration
the
der
which was to close debate was carried
A. Otero, merits the highest sent to the desk a resolution charging ceived up to noon. The government
unanimously and then the test came on Miguel
not only of the Repub- that Representative Baker a Democrat has no information to substantiate the
commendation
the amendment to substitute the name
from all good citizens. from New York, under leave to print, reported capture of 1.800 Japanese
but
lican
party
of Twitchell for that of Leahy.
The public debt has been steadily re- given last Friday, had abused that north of the Yalu River and it is asBernalillo County swas called first. duced until the last of the $150,000, de- privilege and had attacked the honor serted that it would immediately be
The delegation was on the fence and ficiency which it inherited from the and integrity of Mr. Babcock, the rep- reported if true.
asked to be passed until it could dis Democratic administration, has been resentative of Wisconsin, and provid- Wish to Drive Russians Across Amour.
cover for whom the Fourth Judicial paid. Assessed values have increased ing that the remarks should be expurSt.' Petersburg. March 21 Vladivo-stoc- k
District would vote. Sandoval and while there is a sinking fund on hand gated from the record as not being a
papers which have just arrived
McKinley asked to be passed in a simi sufficient to meet the maturing bonds, legitimate part of postofflce appropri- here say that a member of the Japanlar manner. San Miguel cast its vote and interest on the territorial obli- ation bill. Some discussion followed ese consulate declared on the eve of
found fault his departure that it was Japan's amin which Mr. Williams
for Twitchell; so did Lincoln County's gation has been promptly met.
statements
certain
with
four delegates; four out of the five of
put bition to drive the Russians across
recently
A uniform system of keeping the
in the record but agreed that it was the Amour, to restore Manchuria to
Leonard Wood County's
delegation;
been
and
has
books
records
the honor and in- China and to annex Corea.
Sierra County's three delegates and public
and a system of official in- improperof toa attack
under authority
two of Valencia County's delegates. adopted,
member
A Vote of Thanks.
been introduced, from tegrity
But there it stopped. When Quay cast spection has
to extend his remarks.
acbeen
has
March 21 A vote of thanks
which
Tokio,
good
great
already
there
Twitchell
its two votes against
to the navy for its victories off Port
was a loud shout of applause for this complished.
Arthur which will be moved in the
The judiciary deserves the highest
BANK FAILURE.
decided the Fourth district was for
of Representatives, tomorrow,
House
well
and
have
our
of
repeople,
respect
Leahy. Santa Fe's solid eleven
will
nraise
the valor and heroism of
administraearned
their
it
prompt
by
ceived deafening applause, and when
of The Miners' and Merchants' Savings the officers and men. and express tho
Socorro was reached it was apparent tion of justice, the suppression
gratitude of the nation to them.
Institution of Lonaconim In the
that Leahy had carried the day even crime and the speedy punishment of
determination
a
Hands
of
Receiver.
the
Mccriminals,
prompt
without Bernalillo, Sandoval or
DIES OF PNEUMONIA
Cumberland, Maryland, March 21
Kinley Counties, which three counties, of causes in the trial courts, and their
SuAT ADVANCED AGE.
Receivers were appointed today for the
however, swelled the Leahy vote to earnest and faithful labors on the
New York, March 21 Former Maynearly all the Miners' and Merchants' Savings Bank
139, while 32 were all that were cast preme bench where
for Twitchell., G. W. Prichard moved causes have been disposed of.
of Lonaconing, which has $300,000 on or William A. Grace., died of pneuentitled
are
to pass E. C. Abbott's motion unaniof
and
We favor,
deposit, its failure being consequent monia today. . He was in his seventy-secon- d
right
year.
mously and the delegation thus named to, statehood, within the boundary upon that of the City Trust and Bankorreceived the entire vote of the con- line of our Territory as they now
Com
of
which
J
pan
Baltimore,
ing
It will pay you to advertise. Try it.
on Page Four.
vention. .'Upon motion of Solomon
ganized the Lonaconing institution.!
Russo-Japanes-

e

o

so-us-

e

No-vo-

that oratorical giants were to battle
and that an attempt would be made to
stampede the convention against its
better judgment. The details had been
carefully arranged by R. E. Twitchell.
Despite the bad taste which was cer
tain to be criticized, the San Miguel
County delegation had been seated
directly in front of the stage; directly
in the rear sat the Bernalillo County
convention which was to render help
at the proper signal to the Twitchell
cause; while far In front on the left
sat the Lincoln County delegates, also
in favor of Twitchell; and far in front
on the right, the Leonard Wood and
Sierra County delegations in part for
Twitchell. Far in the rear sat the
Colfax County, Santa Fe County and
Socorro County delegations, the backbone of the Leahy movement. On the
galleries were crowded Twitchell
shouters. Despite the preparations,
however, the plan to stampede the
convention failed miserably by a vote
of 139 to 32.
,
Permanent Organization.
The permanent organization was effected by electing Venceslao Jararaillo

of El Rito, chairman, who made an appreciative address and proved to be a
very able, cool headed and judicious
presiding officer; J. J. Sheridan, secretary, and Jose D. Sena, George W. Armijo and Marcelino A. Ortiz all of Santa Fe, interpreters. The vice presidents were as follows:
3
recess
but
m.,
a
until
p.
p. m., taking
Sandoval County, V. S. Miera;
convention
m.
4
before
the
p.
it wa
was called to order. In the mean
County, Alexander Bowie; Ber

y

,

,

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday. March
'
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hardly be disputed that if the aborigines with their crude appliances
could grow cotton here successfully,
the people of today could surely do it,
PRINTING
PUBLISHERS
COMPANY,
(HE NEW MEXICAN
When New Mexico is admitted a state
MAX. FROST
Editor this and many other sources of wealth
would be found or created which are
tAUL A. F. WALTER
Associate Editor. not thought of now.
CHARLES M. STAXJFFER .. Manager
Last Friday on the train of the San
JEatered as Second Class matter at ta Fe Railway, between Lamy and Las
Vegas, a vote upon the question of
Santa Fe Postofflce.
single statehood for New Mexico or
The New Mexican is the oldest news- joint statehood with Arizona was tak
en. It resulted in 40 votes absolutely
paper in New Mexico. It la sent to
postofflce In the Territory, and has for single and against joint statehood,
ft large and growing circulation among and 23 votes in favor of joint state
the intelligent and progressive people hood if single could not be had. This
is not quite as strong an indication of
ftf the Southwest.
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AMERICAN COTTON IS KING.
The cotton plant is one of the most
valuable products of the earth. The
great majority of mankind uses it for
clothing of various kinds from the
coarse fabrics worn by
nations to the dainty products of the
modern looms of America and Europe
The cultivation of this plant is an in
dustry of the greatest importance and
fforts have been made to grow it in
paying quantities in every part of the
world that gave any prospect of sue
cess. An interesting pamphlet on
"The Future Demand of American
Cotton," has been issued by the de
partment of agriculture from which
some extracts which cannot fail to be
interesting reading are here given:
"The consumption of cotton has increased so greatly within the past
quarter of a century that there would
appear to be no limit to its future possibilities. It is estimated that of the
world's population of 1,500,000,000,
about 500,000,000
regularly wear
clothes, about 750,000,uuo are partially
clothed, and 250,000,000 habitually go
almost naked, and that to clothe the
entire population of the world would
require 42,000,000 bales of 500 pounds
each. It therefore seems more than
likely that the cotton industry will go
on expanding until the whole of the inhabited earth is clothed with the products of its looms."
It will be readily seen that it will require strenuous efforts to supply this
great, growing, and steady demand,
and the country that comes nearest
doing so will have secured an invaluable source of wealth.
"About the time of the invention of
the saw .gin (1793) European spinners
obtained their supplies of raw cotton
from the West Ipdies, Turkey (Smyrna), and Brazil. But the chief source
of supply was the West Indies, those
semi-savag-
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hood is as about five to one for and in
some localities it is still stronger,
Facts are facts and the only good poli
cy is to make the best of them.

1816-182-

1836-184-

1826-183-

Austria-Hungar-

South Carolina produced in 1898
bales. Under favorable circumstances Oklahoma and the Indian Territory could safely be counted on to
supply 2,500,000 bales. After estimating the amounts produced by Virginia,
the Carolinas, Georgia, Florida and
the Gulf states and calculating thir
0

should be.

President Roosevelt will soon receive a unique present from King
Menelik of Abyssinia. It is a hyena
which howls all the time. The animal
is bound to remind the President of
the joint statehood boomers from New
the Mexico.

.
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probable increase in the future
writer of the brocure issued by the department of agriculture concludes
Senator David B. Hill has come out
thus: "In addition to the above there
for Democratic harmony, prostrongly
are large areas suitable for cotton vided it is the
kind he advocates. Mr.
culture in southern California, Arizona, Hill was
noted for looking out
always
Nevada, Utah, Kansas and Kentucky. for number one.
So that if the time should come when
the spinners of the world require, say, The assertion
by New York physiStates
40.000,000 bales the United
should be able to supply 25,000,000 or cians that the wearing of high collars
over 60 per cent of the whole. In the injuriously affects the eye sight seems
to be borne out by facts. There
above estimate the writer omits to in- not
blind dudes noticeable.
are
no
student
but
New
Mexico,
every
clude
inof the early history of the Spanish
TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY
vasion must remember that many accounts are given of the Pueblos and Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
other tribes of New Mexico wearing All druggists refund tbe money If It
cotina clothine manufactured from tails to care. R. W. Grove's signature
ootto o their own growth and it wilHts oa eacfc box. ISa.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol,
EUGENE A. FISKE,

F, N. M.

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

Popieto

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-Law-

of Pennsylvania
The Democrats
have hopes again. They have started
a presidential boom for
Pattison of'their state. It is said that
Senator Quay has given them a tip
that there will be no objection to this
on his part.

State of Ohio,AB Citv of Toledo,
LUC

UOUNTY.

?
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Frank J. Chenev makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J . Chenei- A
Co., doing: business in the City of Tolcjlo.
County and State aforesaid, and thnt said
ttrm win pay the sum or uhh hukukbu
DOLLARS for parh and everv case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Catarrh Cure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my

McBRAYHL OLB CROW ip4
OLD 0SCA8 PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
0VRHOLT aad QUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WtlfSKY.

til
Francisco

Attorney-atLaw-

'

Good

eating at the Bon Ton.

OUR Facilities are complete for the
prompt production of Book, Pamphlet, Catalogues, and General Printing and Binding. We do only the Best
grades of work and solicit the business of firms and individuals desiring

"something above the ordinary" at
simply a consistent rate for the char
acter of work W3 turn out.
STATE LIMITED.

GOLDEN

The Golden State Limited will be re
sumed, first train to leave Chicago,
December 20, and Los Angeles,
24 1903, the service to be continued, on practically same schedule
as last season, until April 14 from Chi
cago and April 20 from Los Angeles,
This train will carry the same
equipment as last year, to Los Ange
les, and an additional car for Pasa
dena, also one for San Francisco.
EL PASO NORTHEASTERN
SYS
A. N. BROWN,
G. P. A., El Paso,' Texas.

TEM,

w. j. Mcpherson,
.

Practices In all the
Santa Fe,

Las
District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra ConnTta
Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. EASLET.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe. m m
Land and mining business a
specialty.

Santa Fe,

pisxico.

run-dow-

and make you feel and look years
younger. 60 cents. Book Free.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

of

CORNER. PLAZA AXD SAN FRANCISCO

To hare the best of everything to the

f THE ST. ELMO CLUB
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
Dealers In All Kinds c Domestic and Zmportea

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey.
FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
No. aio Don Gaspar Avenue
Telephone No. 6.
to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

If you want
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THE MILITARY SCHOOL O? HEW MEXICO.
Established ami
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LAUKBKY,
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p. m.

Phoae

DR.

Office,

C. N. LORD,
Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
South Side of Plaza.

Kahn

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
' On
the Plaza.

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
writer. Translation
From Spanish Into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

SCRATCH PAPER.
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
at the
papers at 10 cents per pound
New Mexican. This Is scrap paper put
up in pads and Is less thm the paper
originally cost. Only a limited supply.

It Is an admitted fact that real estate.
financial men and merchants all say
that quickest and best results are obtained by advertising la the "Ken
Mexican."
The last batch of Scratch Pads ad
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
We did not expect such a run. We
have turned out from our
bindery a larger quantity than ever
and can supply you for a limited ttooe
at 10 cents per pound. The best paper
Is used In making them. They are
Just the thing
offices, stores, and
especially for use In the schools. Com
Quick as they will not last long.
te

0tt ssr
JasMtflft

L g. Esattea. X C Us sat B, A.4
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DENTISTS

Building.

.

la

Una.

w.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chroale
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.

Store.

pppnATTV

w.

OSTEOPATHY

Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garneta
and Other Gems.

tsWBfi.su nrsMHsp aas

English

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme

Attorney-at-La-

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

Santa Fe, N. M.

eMiCHCtrrcwa

FRANK W. CLANCY,

STREET.

Btamkctfl, Baskets, Pottery, Rag,

NEW MEXICO.

Practices la the Supreme and DiatrtST
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building , Pah
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

ROSWELL, NEV7

Finished in Platinum and
Platiho.
PLAZA STUDIO

LAS CRUCES,

A. B. RENEHAN,

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building

For Fine Photos.

.

Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

jew

Go to Davis

Practices in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.
Attorney-at-Law-

' GEORGE E.
ELLIS, Proprietor.

At Ireland's Pharmacy.

ABBOTT,

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

Family Trade a Specialty

If not, and you are growing nervous,
despondent and
you need
Palmo Tablets. They induce natural
slumber, build up the nervous system,

C.

Attorney-at-La-

EDWARD C. WADE,

CLAIRE HOTEL

Can You Sleep?

ii.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,
.
Cruces. New Mexlmv

220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.

N.

Attorney-at-Law-

A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeuing or Protruding Piles. Your druggist will refund
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
cure you, in 6 to 14 days. 50c.

McKEAN,

WILLIAM

THE

,

.

Ave.

Courts In the Territory.
New Mexico.

No. 259 on the North Side of the Street.

-

.

1.

IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
FRENCH COONAC AND HOLLAND OIN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
S
OUINNPSS-POUTEt 1ND BASSES' ALE.

Ml,

Palace

,

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

E.
The war correspondents in the far
East, judging by the results have
evidently taken a thorough course in
the preparation of false rumors and
unreliable'reports as well as tall lying.
They are a versatile lot indeed.

N. M.

Sena Block.

Attorney-at-Law-

iB. HANLEYi
W.

,

Santa Fe,

WILLIAM

TUU

Buffalo, N. Y.

0

0

searching titles a specialty.

store, in yoor office or in yoor shop. If yotf would
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for
H AIT V rVTCW 1UTCVT AMM

nt

N. M.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin Block. Collections an

That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
News. A good paper to have in yovt home, in yoar

stamps to
pay expense of mailAddress
ing only.
Dr. R. V. Pierce,

The best interests of this city de
mand that "general Apathy" shall
find nothing to do at the coming city
elections here. What is wanted is the
election of good men to city offices for
the coming two years. This town must presence, this 6th day of December. A, D, ISSti.
advance and must be improved. One ISK""'
Notary Public,
of the principal agencies in this will Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
be the energetic and faithful perform and acta directly on the blood and mucous
of the system, jSend for testimonials
ance of their duties by the incoming surfaces
free.
The
administration.
F. J CHKNBY & CO., Toledo, V
Republicans
city
Sold by all Druggists, "Sc.
who have been in power in the city Take
Hall's Family Pills for constipation
government for the past three years
have done very well and the city gov
I. B. & R. H. HANNA.
ernment has been quite satisfactory. GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS.
This condition of affairs should
Room 15, Catron Block, Phone 71.

0
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The People All Say;

The Medical Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free for
one-ce-

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

Office

medicine from my tarn.
ily doctor for a long time
without much benefit,"
write Mr. W. H. Peebles, of Lucknow, 6. C.
"Waa induced by my
husband to consult Dr.
Pierce by letter. Vou
advised
me to take
' Golden Medical Discov' and ' Favorite Preery
scription,' which I did,
and, to my great surprise, after taking six
bottles I was cured."

ai

8T., SANTA

J, E Lacome,

i naa Deen mer tor two years
with indigestion and ncrvoua de
bility. and had taken

ana territorial administrations were
strenuously endorsed. On the statehood question the convention "fluked",
"flunked" and "flunkeyed," much to the
disgust of the people of the Territory
and to the discredit of the Re
The
Republican
publican party.
voters expected that the convention
would put itself on record courageous
ly and manfully against joint state
hood. The federal office holders' ele
ment, however, was too powerful and
stiffled the voice and sentiment of the
people. This is the naked truth and if
the shoe pinches, let it pinch.

A valued correspondent addresses
islands furnished about 71 per cent,' the New Mexican for information as
Turkey 20 per cent, and Brazil about to what the returns on Wall Street in8 per cent. However, the supply from vestments are? The New Mexican rethe West Indies began to diminish al- spectfully suggests that he address the
most from the date that American cot- folks who bought the stock of the Uniton assumed importance in the Liver- ted States Ship Building Trust which
the con- was capitalized upon assets of one
pool market, and by
tribution from this source amounted to million of dollars for seventy millions
less than 7 per cent of the total sup of dollars.
the supply from
ply. After
the West Indies became insignificant.
There was some trickery and underand has remained so up to the present handed chicanery by
a couple of deletime, not even the high prices of the gations from central New Mexico in
civil war stimulating production to any last
Saturday's Republican convention.
appreciable extent."
The scheme didn't go through; it was
The supplies from Brazil gained too plain and shameless a trick to win,
but during the and hence it was abandoned.
ground until
But
subsequent 30 years fell behind until then it is known and will be taken as
now she only produces 108,000 bales. a
guide in the future.
For a long time and especially during
the civil war the East Indies was conCommissioner of Labor Carroll D.
sidered a dangerous rival to the Uni- Wright has a very unique idea as to
ted States, but as that supply has
the settlement of labor troubles. He
en from about 6,000,000, bales at that thinks religion ought to and will do it.
time no less than a million in 1901, In- Mr. Wright's idea might be carried
dia can hardly be considered a rival out, about the year 4,004, A. D. For
at all now. In recent years Italy, Bel- the people of the present generation,
France and however, that is rather long to wait.
gium,
the United Kingdom have each been
taking less, and .Jqss East India cotPhysicians insist that the eating of
ton. Not very many years ago English
will improve the health as well
apples
milspinners consumed over half a
as the moral standard of the persons
lion bales, but in 1900 they used the
eating them. It is a good thing that
insignificant amount of 36,832 bales. there is a good deal of difference beAnd as the above quoted pamphlet tween apples and
applejack. The use
truthfully says, "Every pound of East of the latter has the opposite effect.
India cotton displaced means its replacement by a pound of American cotto the na
The New Mexico
ton of better quality." Now what is tional Republican delegates
convention have
deto
enormous
supply the
being done
been instructed to vote for the nomi
mand for cotton? Governor Sayers .of nation of Theodore Roosevelt for the
Texas, estimates that that state alone
presidency of the United States upon
can produce annually 10,000,000 bales. the
Republican ticket. This is as it
1,000,-00-

BAN FRANCISCO

a

Saturday's convention was harmon
ious and peaceful. The delegates se
lected are satisfactory to the Repub
licans of the Territory. The national

a pin right here.

the finest brand of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games. '
jt jt jt jt

to-da- y,

the sentiment against joint statehood
as it really exists in the Territory.
In the country precincts apd there the
bulk of- New Mexico's voters is situated, the sentiment against joint state

Under the provisions of chapter 99,
session laws of 1903, citizens in order
to be eligible to the office of members
of the common councils of cities must
be owners of real estate within the lira
its of the city where they reside. This
condition precedent will prove benefi
cial and wholesome and will insure the
selection of better men for these Important city bodies. Nominating conventions putting city tickets in the
field should bear this proviso of law in
mind. The New Mexican will insist
upon the nomination of good citizens
and honest and competent men for city
offices at next month's election. Put

Has on hand a constant soppty of

CARDS.

Attorneys at Law.

OXFORD CLUB

ed a death in
the community
oy a stroke on
the church bell
for every year of
the life that was
gone.
People
expected, then, to live to old
age, and speculation at the
first Up of the bell took a
narrow range including only
those who bad lived the allotted time. There is no reason why people should not
have the same expectancy of
age
except for the
neglect and abase of the one
organ on which all the other
organs depend the stomach.
ur. nerce's Golden Medical Discovery enables men
and women to be strong and
healthy, by curing diseases of
the stomach (ana other organs of digestion and nutrition), which prevent the
per nourishment of the
y.

ev-ii- ry

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per wek, by carrier
Dally, per month, by currier
Dally per moath, by mail
Dally, six months, by mail
Daily, one year, by mail
Dally, three months, by mall
IWeekly, per month
HVeekly, per quarter
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year

PROFESSIONAL
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SETS THE

SOCORRO COUNTY.
strike of copper ore is reported from Estey City. The ore body is
It may be a surprise to many that of all foods, meat is among those least nutritious. A carton of
30 feet ia width and runs very high in
be
copper. Preparations have been
gun for the erection of a smelter at
that point and a well is being drilled
for a water supply.
Captain A. B. Fitch of Magdalena,
has collected some exceedingly rare
and valuable specimens of zinc ore
from the Graphic mine. He has donated to the New Mexico School of
Mines, a generous quantity of such
specimens, which will be exhibited at
the St. Louis Exposition.
LINCOLN COUNTY.
The Montezuma Mining Company is
figuring upon the acquisition of sever
al gold properties at Nogal.
SIERRA COUNTY.
Preliminary work has been begun
on the Good Hope and Bonanza mines contains more
nutriment, more strength, more vitality than a pound of meat and will sustain life as long
near Hillsboro. A road is being built as
of meat. The energy is not wasted in eating Dr. Price's Wheat Flake Celery Food, the
two
pounds
to the properties. The mines have
is
not
loaded with unnecessary waste matter to poison the blood. Served hot or cold.
system
been lying idle for some time and It
will take several weeks to get them
ready for operations.
Professor J. C. Carrera of Las Cru- ces, has located a number of claims in
Apache Canon, Sierra County, as he is
Myelgnaturt on
convinced that the new district is
scry package.
bound to be a great gold producer. He
reports that there are fully 100 miners
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
at work with pans and dry washers
A oook book oontalnlng 78 exoellent
reoelpts for using tho food mailed frae to any address.
and are making from $2 to $10 a day.
FOR SALE BY LEADING 6R0CERS.
John B. Stout, a mining engineer,
has made a report to the Bonanza
FOOD COMPANY,
Copper Company of Las Vegas on its
properties at Bonanza, San Miguel
County. The report says:
"I have tested thoroughly the ore
from your Bonanza mine and find it
to be a good leaching ore which can
be handled at a profit of about $1 per
ton or more, when your mill is com
pleted and brought up to a capacity of
20 or 25 tons of ore per day (the larg
er the mill the more profit per ton can
be made).
"I find the ore body a very large one,
with ore in sight sufficient to run
mill for years, and I can see no
reason why the ore body will not go
deeper and be almost inexhaustible,
say for 20 years. The ore sampled was
taken from as near an average as was
possible to get from the openings along
the ledge and gave a result of 2.40 per
cent copper, Avhich is 48 pounds per
ton. I have saved 86 per cent of that
or 41.25 pounds per ton, and can im
prove on that a little as we get more
used to the ore. The extraction is al
most perfect, the tailings running less
than .10 of 1 per cent. We will bj
able to bring the cost of production
much lower as soon as your mill Is In
the right shape or fully completed,
when you can turn out a much cleaner
and better grade of product. Below
will conrince yon of its unusual quality and fragrance.
submit a statement of the cost of run
The first hundred will prove their uniformity.
mill under conditions as
ning a
The first thousand will substantiate the fact that it is a cigar yon never tire of Sc
I find them at present, which cost will
World.
in
be much cheapened when the mill is
more thouroughly equipped and cir
The Sand is the Smoker's Protection.
A good

-
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Palatable

CHARLES W. DIIDROW.

' SASH - DOORS

LUMBER

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that ia Movable.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

Easy of Digestion and Roady to Eat

Nutritious

Chicago. Illinois.

Prepared by PRICE CEREAL

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Phone 35, Santa Fe.
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MINES AND MILLS.

ON FIRE

No disease causes so much bodily discomfort, or itches, and burns like
Eczema. Beginning often with a slight redness of the skin it gradually
6preads, followed by pustules or blisters from which a gummy, sticky fluid
oozes which dries and scales off or forms bad looking sores and scabs.
It apthe back, arms, hands,
pears on different parts of the body but oftenest n
legs and face, and is a xn
x
ac Times
on tne Inishd
veritable torment at side
bands that itched andpaienes
of my experienced
burned, causing
uiuuu uiBcumiort. as ume went
Djr it
times, especially at
and I was convinced that
frew worse,
night or when overhafflicted with Eczema. I coneated.
sulted several physicians and a numsv ber of specialists, and used several exThe cause of Ecze- I
ternal
but
applications,
receivingma is a too acid and
relief.
In February
temporary
slight
to
I
S.
decided
S.
less
in
and
than
con8.,
try
general unhealthy
a month I experienced a change for the
dition of the Wood.
all symptoms had
better, and by May
The terrifying itching Ftes'
disappeared, and I found myself entirehave
and
had noBH.TTSH.
return of
cured,
ly disease since.
and burning is pro
the
W. P.
Stockman's
Agency.
duced by the overflow
Manager
Station A, Kansas City, Mo.Advertising
through the glands and
is over
pores of the skin of the fiery poisons with which the
While external applications, such as
loaded.
washes, soaps, salves and powders aresoot hing and
cooling they do not enter into the blood itself or
touch the real cause of the disease, but S. S. S.
does, and purifies, enriches, and strengthens the
thin acid blood and cleanses and builds up the general system, when the
6kin clears off and Eczema with all its terrifying symptoms disappears.
Send for our free book on the Skin and its diseases. No charge for
medical advice.
THF SWIFT SPFMFIf! CO.. ATLANTA. BA.
blood-curre-
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16-Gau-

This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
6
pounas) repeating gun ever manufactured,
and opens up many new possibilities to the

cumstances are better.
The. product of 25 tons, saving
41.26 pounds per ton, gives you 1,031
pounds of copper per day, which at
the low estimate of 10 cents per pound

1- -2

V

sportsman. It is not a x6 barrel on a
properly-proportionaction, but a new,
with
modern
smokeless
gun that,
powders, enables a shooter
io use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materially, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
small, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
increased accuracy. QFttll discription in niw Martin Catalog No. A542.atf
M
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Largest Seller
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The Best Cough Syrup.
gives you $103.15.
S. L. Apple,
Judge, Ot"The cost of running the mill will be tawa Co., Kas., writes: "This is to
more than covered by the following say that I have used Ballard's Hore-houn- d
items: Syrup for years, and that I do
"Sulphuric acid, 75 pounds at 1
not hesitate to recommend it as the
cents per ton; salt (na best cough syrup I have ever used."
cents, 93
tive) 15 pounds at - cent, 15c per ton; 25c, 50c. and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
other chemicals 15 cents per ton. To
Above
tal chemicals per ton, $1,23
Notice for Publication.
list for 25 tons of ore, $30,93
(Homestead Entry No. 7489.)
'
entwo
and
cartage $12.50;
Mining
DSPABTMENT OF THI INTERIOR,
gineers $6; one crusher feeder $2.50;
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Feb. 24. 1904.
Notice is hereby given that the following
two tank men $5; two men helpers
named settler nag med notice oi nil intention
500 to
$4; one foreman $5; wood $6;
make final proof in
of his
will be made
cents for preci- claim, and that said proofsupport
pounds iron at one-hal- f
before Probate Clerk of Sandoval County,
o
pitation $2.50; royalty
at Sandoval, N M., on April 4. 1904. vis ;
cent per pound of copper $2.58. Total
Montoya for the e1. of se!4 section 1.
ne!4 ne!4 and lot 4, section 12, township 19
expense $7; "product obtained $103.15; north, ranare 1 east. He
names the following
less expense $77; leaves a net profit witnesses to Drove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
per day's work of 24 hours of $26-1Montoya. Martin Montova. Jose
"For your further information will to Garcia, Jose Andres Naranjo all of Jemez,
state that the market for this product
Manuel K. Otxro, Register.
is from one cent to one and one-hal- f
cents per pound higher than that of
Invaluable for Rheumatism.
bar copper when It runs up to the
I have been suffering for the past
80
70
to
standards. (Usually from
per few years with
severe attack of
cent pure) and there will be no trouble rheumatism
and found that Ballard's
to bring your product above that (at
Snow Liniment was the only thing
least 80 per cent pure) as soon as that
gave me satisfaction and tended
you are running the mill full time and to alleviate my
pains. March 24, 1902,
are under cover. There is also a John C.
Kinsman, Ills. 25c
Degnan,
good market for the product at all 50c. and $1.00. Fischer
Drug Co.
copper smelters.
in
was
used
"The Dardner process
Nc tice for Publication.
reducing your ore."
(Homestead Entry No. 7,817.)
Department of the Intkriob.
IT SAVED HIS LEG.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Feb. 231901.
P. A. Danforth of LaGrange. Ga., sufNotice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
fered for six months with a frightful to
make final proof in support of his claim,
the
running sore on his leg; but writes and that said proof will be made before
Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Register
Bucklin'a
Salve
Arnica
wholly March 30. or
that
1904. viz: Hernabel Quintana for
cured It In five days. For Ulcers, the eU of nwH and lots 3 and 4 section 31,
16, north, range 13 east. He names
Wounds, Piles, It's the best salve in township
the following witnesses to prove his conti25c.
nuous residence upon and cultivation of said
the world. Cure guaranteed. Only
land, viz: Martin Varela, Faust In Quintana,
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.

anu

Lemp's St.J JtLouis Beet.

1-- 4

3-- 4

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

Jt

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

GUARANTEED SHOES.

New Goods Arriving Daily.

Prices to suit your pocket books.

K.J.

PAXJBN,

J. H. VAUOHM, Caahier.
HENRY L. WALDO,

THE FIRST NATIONAL
i

tun a fe, esq
United

BANK

wwww w.w.ww

mvwm s

caosa

one-quart-

Emi-teri-

Notice for Publication.

States Designated Depositary

(Homestead Entry No.

7830.)

Dbfabtuknt or thb Intukiob.

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. March 5. 1904.
Notiee ia hereby eien that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
register or receiver at Santa Fe. New Mexico,
on April 15. 1904. vis: Enrique Ortis for the
Lots 3 and 4, sH nwH, section 3, township 16 north, range 10 east. He names the
following; witnesses to prove his continuous
residence nnnn nnil faiiltivAtinn nf HAlfl land.
vis! Hilarlo Luoero, Teodoro Abeyta. Martin
wu, nncarnaolon urtis au or aama re,
-

THE CI(AS. VAGflEI( FURJJJTUHE

CO

WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Chinaware, Glassware, Pietmre
ud Moldings StoTM and Baafea
Gooes Bold on Easy Paymeate
tonea Blade U Order

I

(lift

Telephone
'

10.

3

CHILES

WAGJYER

"Licensed Embalmcr,
San Francisco Street.
-

Might Calla Anawand from roaldenco Telephone Ho. i.

Eva-rist-

N. M.

MbulR.

Oikbo, Register .

"., WORKING OVERTIME.
Blight hour laws . are ignored
by
those tireless , little workers Dr.
King's New Life: Pills. Millions are
alwayB at work, night and tfay curing
Indigestion, Billlousness, Constipation,
Sick Headache nd ill stomach, Liver
and Bowel troubles. Easy, pleasant,
c a fa onro
Itnlw r
ti , rnw

c

..

:

Toriblo Vigil, Andres Bowles all of Pecos,
N. M.
Manuel R. Otebo, Register.

Givea Health, Vigor and Tone.
Herbine is a boon for sufferers from
aneamia. By its use the blood, is
quickly regenerated and the color becomes normal. The drooping strength
is revived. The languor is diminished. Health vigor and tone predominate. New life and happy activity results. Mrs. Belle H. Shlrel, Middles-borougIlls., writes: "I have been
troubled with liver complaint and
poor blood, and have found nothing to
benefit me like Herbine. I hope never
to be without it. I have wished that I
had known of it in my husband's lifetime." 50 cents at Fischer Drug Co.

Phone No. 3ft.

Goadaltfpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

3--

Dry 6oods, Notions, Clothing,
Gent's Furnishing Goods

FILLED

The Trade Sapplied Praia Oae Bottle ta a Carload.

3--

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

A.GKHT

r

land

Rofue- -

CMiaina and Table
Dei vice UBazcaflst!

ITfcraufheat.

The Palace Hotel

o

WILUAM VAUOHM, PROg.
LaWf

Savmole Rooami for Commercial flon.

New Mexico

SaMta Fe

8

THE DEIIVEB
Denver

1

010

SISTf

Rio Grande. Rio Grande Western. Rie
A Santa Fe and Rio Grande.

A

Grande

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LIMB TO

Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadvllle.
eienwood Springs, Aspen. Ornd Junction. Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena. San Francisco.
Los Angeles. Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle
Also
Reaches all the Pr nclpal Towns and Mining Camps
la Colorado, Utah and Mew Mexico.

THE TOURISrS FAVORITE ROUTE
To all Mountain Resorts
tartThe Only Una Passing Through Salt Lake City Rnroate to the Pacific Coast

-

Insure Your Property
GERMAN-AMERICA-

In

INS. CO, NfiW YORK.

R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Room 15, Catron Block.

I. B.
;

Thick and Juicy steaks at Bon Ton.

IBB 001

mm
CIS

BETWEEN

DENVER

AND

.

ALAMOSA

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
LEAUVILLR
PORTLAND
OLKN WOOD SPQS SAN FRANCISCO
ORAND JUNCT'N LOS ANGiL&i

CRIPPLE CREEK

DINING CARS

.
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Bto Cert!

In Tailor- Made Suits

FOR EASTER

COME
AND SEE!

2t,

J 904.

one vote were offered but the result
shows that the "boodle offers" did not
go.

ESTABLISHED I856

The citizens of Las Vegas presented
the members of the convention with
dainty souvenirs in the shape of
badges which were universally ad-

THE NEW GARMENTS ARE HERE WAITING FOR YOU.
WANT TO LOOK LIKE A NEW YORKER YOU ARE BOUND

SALMON & ABOUSLEJHAN'S

Bios. Go.

Seugn

mired.

IF YOU
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds
TO GO was an interested and active spectator
TO
at the preliminary meetings. He is a
worker and a man whose force carries
conviction.
WE HAVE THE NEWEST SPRING
PATTERNS THAT WERE EVER SHOWN IN SANTA FE.
Governor M. A. Otero was indisTHE MADE TO ORDER PRICES posed but still his host of friends perSET YOUR FIGURE AT ONE-HALAND WE WILL FURNISH BETTER STYLES AND ALL AROUND SAT sisted in storming his room at the
ISFACTION.
Castaneda and the moments of quiet
NO and rest were few for him.
THIS PROPOSITION.
COSTS ONLY YOUR TJME TO TEST
CHARGE HERE FOR POSTING YOU
SUITS AT $10.00,
There was not a break in the First
$15.00, $21.00, $2S.OO or $26.50, AND SATISFACTION AT EVERY PRICE
The 33
Judicial District delegation.
MONEY REFUNDED IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG.
delegates had mapped out their pro
249, 25i. and 25.1
gram and stood by it straight and solSAN
NCISCO ST.
idly. In union there is strength.
108.

INCORPORATED 1903

Are Exhibiting high class novelties in all kinds of

White Goods

F

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN,

Phone No.

Wholesale and Retail DRY GOODS

S- -

SPITZ

The convention was composed of as
a body of men as could be
found in Indiana, Pennsylvania, or any
other state. A very commendable
spirit of dignity and decorum
fine looking

INSTRUCTED FOR ROOSEVELT

We extend to all a cordial invitation to call and
be convinced

Paris has again decreed that white shall be the
fashion and designs and weaves are more beaa-tifthan ever !

o

el

J&

Continued from Page One.
The delegations for .points south of
ist. We hereby express our confidence Las Vegas missed train No. 7, on Sat
PRICES TO SUIT ALL.
in the national administration and urday evening by one minute and as
Congress to deal with us in the matter the Santa Fe refused to run a special
6?
?
J0
J
of
statehood fairly and justly.
train, the delegates had to stay oyer
Manufacturer of
A FULL LIKE Or
Resolved, That we favor the immedi until Sunday afternoon.
ate creation of a sixth judicial disY
JEWELS
FilllBEE
FlEUCflS
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
trict and the passage of the bill In
Colonel G. W. Prichard of Lincoln
.
.
,
up
troduced by our delegate in Congress County did the correct and proper
SILVERWARE,
for that purpose. Our judges are now thing when he moved to make the elecoverworked and with the creation of tion of the delegates and alternates
P. O. BOX 219.
ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS IN
PHONE NO. 36.
the new counties, having two terms of unanimous.
Colonel Prichard is a
Filigree Fob Chains,
court in each annually, it will become staunch Republican and is all right.
a physical impossibility for judges to
Filigree Neck Chains,
hold them, and the population of the
W. C. Barnes, L. O. Fullen, E. A. Ca- Souvenir
Spoons,
Filigree
great and growing southeastern part hoon and Paul A. F. Walter left early
San Francisco St.
Filigree Brooch Pins.
of the Territory is entitled to the Sunday morning for Roswell via Trin
Telephone 26.
are
same
facilities
court
that
to
Growers
the
Cattle
enjoyed idad
attend
Filigree Bracelets,
convention. W. S. Praeger went to
by older portions of the Territory.
j
Filigree Card Cases,
Resolved, That the thanks of the Roswell via El Paso but will miss the
people of New" Mexico are due to our Cattle Growers' convention.
South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
delegate in Congress, B. S. Rodey, for
his untiring efforts in their behalf,
The remarks of Colonel J. Franco
not only for statehood,
but for all Chaves against office holders and gang
measures that would work for their rule in Saturday's convention struck
f'
I
some people as rather funny. What
Fresh Fruits in Season!
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
j&
g interests.
of
this Colonel Chaves does not know about
thanks
the
That
Resolved,
convention are due and are hereby office holding in his own experience
tendered to Hon. Frank A. Hubbell for is not worth knowing. He has had
A NEW CAR JUST IN.
the able and successful manner in something like 40 years of it.
Do you want absolute success with all
which he has filled the important position of chairman of the Republican
H. O. Bursum was probably the most
your
baking? The Finest of bread?
territorial central committee for the popular man in the convention. His
USE
BOSS PATENT FLOUR.
last four years. Under his able man- big boyish face, his inscrutable smile,
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
agement party success has been his hearty ways do not betray the
The very finest ever made anywhere.
gained for the delegate and the legis trained political worker, but neverthe
niT FLOWERS A
Our guarantee with every sack.
lative tickets, and the party has been less as a political proposition he is inthe
vincible and looms up larger every
greatly strengthened throughout
DECORATIONS
We not only say that It is the best but
WEDDING BOUQUETS
Territory.
day.
so
does everybody that ever used it.
FLORAL DESIGNS
Resolved, That we do hereby tender
the thanks of the whole people of the
Bernalillo
on
A joke was played
the
50 LBS. BOSS. $1.50.
P. O. Box 457
&
Territory of New Mexico, especially of and Sandoval County
delegations.
Telephone No. 12
50 LBS. CRYSTAL, $1.40
the Republicans of the Territory, to Their special car was anchored Friday
Senator Quay of Pennsylvania, for his night directly in front of the territorial
All the Bread that we sell is made
heroic efforts in behalf of statehood insane asylum, while a switch engine
from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
for the people of New Mexico.
took position on the other side, the esa
we
favor
That
Resolved,
some and see how good it is.
earnestly
caping steam of the engine making
bill now before Congress, introduced Sweet music until 4 o'clock in the
! !
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
by our delegate, providing for the se morning.
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
lection of "lieu lands" in any part of
,
NOW ARRIVING AT
best.
the
the Territory for school sections in
The Santa Fe delegation cut consid
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
grants or reservations. The passage erable of a figure in the convention.
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER.
of this bill would giye us about one Its members furnished the three intermillion acres to be located in any part preters, the chairman of the commitof the Territory; and would be In har- tees on resolution and permanent ormony with, the general laws of 1891, ganization, and made' the motion that
the Catron Block.
which,. was changed by the Fergusson brought the question of the day to a
of 1898, under which we can only focus. Its eleven votes were cast
LADIES ask to see the latest in dress goods, the
,at
receive
these lieu lands "contiguous" unanimously on every question.
'
exquisite India linons, organdies, voiles, foulards de
to the sections lost in grants or resersoie, etc., etc., in all the leading shades.
vations.
U. S. Attorney W. B. Childers is for
0
Resolved, That a copy of these reso- joint statehood because he loves the
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CARPETS
lutions be sent to the secretary of the people of this Territory so dearly. His
consult our prices on Ingrain, BruggJ?-an- d
national committee, to our delegate In ardent affection for them is evidenced,
Moquette
Congress, to Senator Quay and to the so it is said, by reports to the attorney
EXTRAORDINARY
VALUES
and
rugs.
carpets
press of New Mexico.
general of the United States to the ef
neckwear which will be
A FULL LINE of
Hurrah for Las Vegas!
WHOLESALE
fect that the native people of this Ter
In the evening a reception was ten- ritory are absolutely unfit for jurors.
closed out below cosfe
dered the delegates at the elegant and More of this in the near future.
and
AOENZ TtR TH CELEBRATED FIRM OP
y
.
commodious Commercial Club rooms.
RETAIL
The citizens of Las Vegas did them
&
One of the best talks made before
selves proud in entertaining the visit- the convention was by Delegate R. S.
DEALER IN
ors. The reception was a brilliant and Connell of Otero County. During the
thoroughly enjoyable event. An or discussion of the Twitchell nomination
chestra discoursed really fine music; he sai(! that he was convinced that a
light refreshments were served, and a certain element in Wall Street and othIHE GREAT MAJESTK?
very pleasant evening indeed was er enemies of President Roosevelt
spent. Hurrah for Las Vegas!
were quietly at work to stampede the
1
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HO USE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
in any
11
tm
Chicago national convention'
manner possible and that the New
CONVENTION AFTERMATH.
Legal blanks of ajl kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
Mexico convention should ' be careful
who
man
as
no
a
to
select
delegate
L. O. Fullen of Carlsbad, is one of
manner be "touched." Mr.
the coming giants in New Mexico Re could in any
Is very bright and an enterConnell
MFG. CO.
NFC CD. I
jj
publican councils.
ST UMS"
taining and good talker.
Solomon Luna is earning Henry
Clay fame as a mediator and paciflca
AT
J. S. CANDELARIO,
tor. He is a very quiet but effective
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.
worker.
10c, 15c. &

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

-

White Oxfords, Vestings, Piques,. Etc,,
from 25c a yard

ETC.

m

'

t

For shirt waists and shirt waist suits

r

fi

s. Kaune cfc

Co

Boss Patent Flour.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden

i
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UP TO DATE

SPRING 600DS

JOHN KOURY'S NEW CASH STORE
In

LED

j
h

m

f

KOSR
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-

i
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BKOS., MEN'S TAILORS

g

Wo

j
1

Must be sold to
make room for
our Spring car

David J. Leahy of Raton, astonished
even his friends by his polished and
forceful oratory. He is a man of quiet
resource of power.

Baby Bonnets in Great Variety.
Children's and Misses' Hats in
Pique, Mull, Leghorn, Faucy
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn tried "to
Straw Braid, Soft Flops, Etc., Etc
keep in the background, but his popuA
Large Assortment, Very Beauti
larity would not let him and he was
constantly surrounded.
ful and Reasonable.
,

The New Mexican is informed that
several "boodle" attempts were made
MISS MUGLER
to get members of the Mora County
delegation to join the movement for
the election of R. E. Twitchell as a Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plaza
delegate to Chicago. It Is reported
SANTA FE, N. M.
that as high as two hundred dollars for

&

-

1

:

CURIO : STORE
Prop.

MILLINERY

20c.

DOUBLE ROLL

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

THE : OLD

WALL PAPER!

5c.

it

0

Remnant
Sale of

1

g

CM

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

mers

i I

HPt

-

Wbstoaak aaa feetall Dealers !

1

and Indian Curios

r-exicaa

The feast ptec to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
Mexican Pottery, Belles tress the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Baskets, la fact ail sorts of Carlos of Indian
sake eaa be fonnd at Onr Store S

I

i

RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.

9. 0. SOX 348

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
:
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. JH

'

IRELAND'S' PHARMACY
U
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POCKET

U

BOOKS

PERSONAL MENTION

PURSES

Fortunato Madril of Santa Cruz is in
the city a member of the territorial
petit jury.
H. R. Mitchner connected with the
New Mexican bindery left today for Al-

AT REDUCED PRICES

Otr Stock

We Are Offering

of

POCKET BOOKS AND PURSES
At Greatly Reduced Prices to Make
Room For New Stock. Do Not Miss
This Opportunity.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

:

230

SK

FRANCISCO ST

buquerque.
A. J. Loomis, deputy revenue collect
or left last evening for Albuquerque,
on official business.
Dr. J. A. Halterman of Espanola,
practicing physician in that town, was
in the city today looking after professional affairs.
J. W. Cooper of Rowe, for a long
time in the lumber business on the
upper Pecos, was registered at the
Palace Hotel today.
Register M. R. Otero of the United
States land office spent Sunday with
and rehis family in Albuquerque
turned at noon today.
I. H. Rapp of Las Vegas, architect
of the New Mexico building at the St.
Louis Exposition, spent the day in
town on official business.
Attorney C. F. Easley returned yesterday from Roswell where he had
been for several days on business before the United States land office.
A. R. Manby of Taos, assignee of the
estate of Juan Santistevan, passed
through the city today on his way
home from the Las Vegas convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sharp left Saturday afternoon for Zuni where Mr.
Sharp will make studies and sketches
of Indian life, to be used as subjects
for pictures.
Juan Nevarro of Mora, arrived from
Las Vegas last evening and spent today in town on official business as sec-retary of the New Mexico penitentiary
commission.
Louis Ilfeld of Albuquerque, arrived
last evening and is the guest at the
Staab residence. He is a member of
the penitentiary board and attended
the session of that body today.
Eugenio Romero; treasurer and ex-- J
officio collector of San Miguel County,
arrived in town yesterday from Las
Vegas. He was here on business con
nected with Santa Fe Central Railway
'
officials.
,
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo of El
Rito, who served very creditably as
permanent chairman of Saturday's
convention at Las Vegas, is in the city
and will remain here a day or two on
business.
Colonel G. W. Prichard of White
Oaks, who represented Lincoln County as a delegate at the Las Vegas convention passed through the city today
en route to Lincoln via the Santa Fe
Central Railway.
J. W. Record, master mechanic of
the Santa Fe Central Railway at
spent Saturday and Sunday in
the .city. He received the M. E. M.
degree in the Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
R. A. Masons, Saturday evening.
F. H. Pierce of Las Vegas, manager
of the Agua Pura Company of that
city and president of the board of penitentiary commissioners was in the
Capital today, and presided at a meeting of the board held at the penitentiary.
t
Ira O. Witmore of Coalora; J. M.
Serrano and Charles Spence of Lincoln who attended the Las Vegas convention as delegates from Lincoln
County, arrived in town last evening
and left this forenoon for their respective homes.
Judge W.H. Newcomb of Silver
City who was elected as an alternate to Chicago at Saturday's convention, spent the day in town In attendance at the meeting of the board of
penitentiary commissioners of which
he is a member.
F. H. Adams of the Chicago Inter-Ocea- n
who has been in this city for
a week or ten days on business for his
paper, left yesterday for Phoenix, Arizona, to gather material and information for special articles on that territory.
George W. Shoch, who recently sold
his residence on Washington Street
and his interests in the Fischer Drug
Company, his daughter Miriam, and
will
Mrs. Schaffer, his mother-in-laleave this evening for Philadelphia
where they will reside in the future.
John E. St. John, senior member of
the firm of St. John & Barnes of Colorado Springs, having the contract for
the putting in of the steam heating
plant at the U. S. Indian Industrial
School here, left this evening for
and El Paso on business.
Senator W. H. Andrews arrived in
town yesterday from Las Vegas where
he attended the Republican territorial
convention Saturday last. He expects
to remain here several days on business connected with his duties as president of the Santa Fe Central Railway.
Captain T. W. Collier, postmaster at
Raton, and well and favorably known
in this city, where for three years he
was connected in an editorial capacity
with the. New Mexican, spent yesterday in town looking over the local
postoffice and noting the improve.

prmg.
lofthiiinig- LATEST STYLES
FOR

Men
Boys and
Chalcken
AT

TfjE CASfj STORE
JULIUS H. GERDES.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVIP. S. DAVIS, President

Jt

jt

CO.

S

S. G. CARTWRIQHT,

Sec'y aod Tress.

250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

No..

49.
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MEADOW

GOLD BUTTER.

Ferndell Asparagus tips, tender, delicious, can 30c.
Three pound sacks Ferndell , rice,
clean, large grained, 35c.
Ferndell French Lima beans, green,
succulent, can 15c. and 25c.
Ferndell tomato catsup, spicy, appe-

We are now selling more Meadow
Gold Butter than at any time since we
secured the sale of this famous bread.
Meadow Gold butter costs us more
than any other brand we might buy;
ve sell it because we believe it to be
worth what it costs. Those who are tizing, 15c and 30c.
Ferndell preserves, pure, wholesome
content only with the best eat Meadow
40c and 65c.
delightful
Gold.
,
BULK PICKLES AND OLIVES.
PATENT IMPERIAL FLOUR.
We now have in stock a nice line
For twenty years . Patent Imperial of bulk
pickles and olives. Sweet and
Flour has been used in Santa Fe, and sour cucumber
pickles; sweet mixed
always with the best of satisfaction. pickles; dill pickles;
queen olives, and
We consider it the best all round fampimiento stuffed olives.
ily flour, we have ever seen. It makes
CHINA AND GLASSWARE.
good bread, good pie and good cake.
We are still working on what is left
Why not insist on having Imperial of our immense stock of china and
when it costs no more than other
glassware. We have sold large quanbrands. 50 lbs.
tities, but we still have a considerable
FERNDELL BRANDS.
amount left. On these lots we are
We sell the Ferndell brands of can- making special prices to move them
ned and package goods because a long quickly.
Extra special, all candlesticks at
experience has taught us that any
out under this label is the half price.
See them in the window.
beet of its kind.
$1-5-

Butchers, Baiters, Grocers

Household! i Goocls
Futrntutc and Queens ware

d

WE DELIVER ALL GOODS.

Sm

FrtiriiM

St..
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leaves tonight for Las Vegas where he
will spend a few hours with his parents, taking tomorrow's train for Omaha, where Mrs. Raynolds now is. Mr.
Raynolds and family will return to
Santa Fe in. about three weeks.

On Saturday the maximum tern
was 59 degree? at' 12:20 p. ra
minimum 0 deerees at 3:15 a. m.. mean
50 degrees, relative humidity 41 pe
cent. On Sunday the maximum tern

more.

peratura

LADRONES ATTACK
SURVEYING CORPS

perature was 58 degrees at 3 p. m Officer in Charoe and Private Killed
and Another
Wounded near
the Santa minimum 41 degrees at 6:55 a. m., mean
Calamba.
Fe Central Railway Company and the 50
61
Relative
per
humidity
degrees.
R. L. McCance auditor of

New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company,
and his chief clerk, E. L. Critchlow returned yesterday from a trip to points
along the line of the Santa Fe Central Railway, where they had been on
railroad business.
Malaquias Martinez of Taos, after attending the Las Vegas convention as
a delegate from Taos County was
among those who returned to the Cap
ital last evening. He remained here
today and attended the meeting of the
penitentiary commission of which he
is a member.
Clinton J. Crandall superintendent
of the U.( S. Indian Industrial School,
in this city left this evening for
where he will consult with
Gus Mulholland and will likely let the
contract to Mr. Mulholland for the
drilling of an artesian well on the
grounds of the Indian school here, the
sum of $5,000 having been appropriat
ed by the government for this purpose.
Mr. Crandall has worked very hard
and energetically to bring this matter
to a focus and the experiment of drill
ing the well wii. now be made.
H. S. Lutz went to Lamy yesterday
to meet train No. 1 on railroad business with officials of the Santa Fe
Railway, whose special cars were attached to train No. 1. There were
three cars with the following officials
on board; Paul Morton, second vice
president; A. G. Weils, general man
ager of the Coast Lines; W. B. Biddle,
freight traffic manager; C. H. More
house, division freight agent of Denver; George T. Nicholson, passenger
traffic manager; H.. P. Anewalt, general freight and passenger agent of the
Santa Fe, Phoenix & Prescott, at
Prescott; W. R. Brown, division freight
agent of El Paso. .
o

cent, precipitation 0.05 of an inch of
Manila. March 21 Ladrones attack
rain. The temperature at 6 a. in. to ed a
surveying party yesterday, ten
day was 43 degrees The Indications miles north of Calamba. A. S. Perkins,
are local showers and colder tonight and who was in charge of the
surveying
on Tuesday fair weather.
party, was wounded in the battle, one
The dance that was to have been private of the constabulary killed and
given by the Santa Fe Opera House com another wounded.
pany at Gray"s Opera House on St
Patrick's day, has been postponed until
REFUSED AUOIENCE.
the early part of April. Those who
received invitations will be notified
The Governor Ignores Attempts of thelater as to the expect date.
Committee of Miners to Confer
The case of W. H. Fritchman, man
With Him.
ager of the Santa Fe Water and Light
Denver, Colorado, March 21 A com
.
L.
versus
Zimmerman,
Company,
mittee representing the miner ex
which was lately decided by the local
pelled from Telluride by the organiza
land office in favor of Fritchman and tion of business men has abandoned
Involving Zimmerman's homestead entry the attempt to appeal to the Governor
will be appealed. U. M. Read, as at- for protection, alter trying for three
days to obtain an audience with him.
torney, having filed the appeal today.
Invitations have been issued for a Not only has the Governor refused to
dance to be given by Company F, 1st see the committee, but a letter addressed to him was ignored. A dis
Regiment Infantry N. M. N. G. in the
patch from Ourap says the deported
armory tomorrow evening. Music will men
are making preparations to march
be furnished by the Military orchestra, on
Telluride accompanied by an armconsisting of Miss Jennie Digneo, piano; ed guard provided by the miners'
Americo Digneo, cornet, Vincent Loren- unions from the surrounding camps
zo, violin: James Laudenslager, clario- and a pitched battle may occur.
net.
Salmon & Abousleman announce that
RICH GOLD DISCOVERY
they are kept busy all day long taking
measures for men's Easter suits and invite you to call and have your measure The Novosti Reports Thibet to Be a
Second California and This ActaUen. This proves conclusively that
counts for Expedition.
it pays to advertise in your home paper.
St. Petersburg, March 21 The No
Tbey have also received the contract vosti declares that the real secret of
for furnishing the uniforms of the Me- the British Thibitian expedition is the
chanic's Baseball culb, having been the iscovery of immensely rich gold de
lowest bidders; which is also an indica- posits, Thibet being in fact a second
California.
tion that their price is always the
-
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Away ahead of all at Bon Ton.

There

is

just one way to

have srood
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NIAGARA

HANNA, Agents.

Room 15, Catron Block.

tea

baking-powde-

coffee

flavoring extracts

economically

r

Black Bass in any shape at Bon

pica
oda

:

Schilling's Best, at your
grocer's, moneyback.
We wish to announce to the public
that the millinery parlors of Mesdames
Hall and Davis will be opened to the

public on Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 22d and 23d, with a full and
complete line of spring and summer
millinery, which you are cordially invited to inspect. We are also the
agents for the Franco Hygienic Co.'s
Toilet Requisites.

MINOR CITY TOPIC-

St.

Try Ben Hur High Patent flour at
Leo Hersch.
The petit jury was empaneled today.
The severe wind storm yesterday afternoon completely unroofed the frame
residence belonging to W. M. Berger
on the south side near the Union depot.
John Ortega, clerk in the Fisher Drug
Company store, who has been confined
to his home on the south side for several
days with an attack of the grip is able
to be on duty again.
Owing to the heavy wind storm yesterday afternoon the game of baseball
between the St. Michael's College team
and the Mechanic's Baseball club was
postponed until next Sunday.
F: E. Dunlavy who recently bought
on
the beautiful lesidence property
Washington Avenue from George W.
Shoch, with his family will take possession of the same tomorrow.
The roof of a box car attached to
train No.' 1 on the Santa Fe railway
yesterday afternoon between Santa Fe
and Lamy was torn off by the wind and
blown fifty yards from theXrack.
A regular meeting of the Frateinal
Union of America will be held this evening at the Odd Fellow's hall. All f raters
are requested to be present. Business
of Importance will be before the meeti-

WOOL MARKET.
Louis, Mo., March 21.

To. ONE NIGHT ONLY

Wool,

steady.
Territory and western medium, 18
17; fine: U &
20; fine medium, 15

10

STOCK MARKETS.
New York, March 21. Atchison 68K;
pfd., 89; New York Central, 116;
Pennsylvania, 116; Southern Pacific,
87; U.
16; Union Pacific, 76; pfd.,
S. Steel, UHl pfd., 57.
The best is not too good for the Bon
Ton.

Insure Your Property

In

CO.. Ltd. LONDON.
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Room 15, Catron Block.

PALATINEINSURANCE

S-

HOUSE

OPERA

FIRE INS. CO., NEW YORK.

I. B. & R. H.

MARKET REPORT.

inursaau

luarcn

The Society Event of the Amuse
ment Season.
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
Greatest of All Farcical Comedies

'IT
IS

A

WISE

TO
LAUGH

WOMAN

"

Interpreted by a Company of MetrepoHtan
Favorites Includlof LOUISE CARTER
YOU'LL MISS IT IF YOU MISS

IT!

Usual Prices: Admission 50 Cents; Reserved
Seats 75 Cents and $1.00.

MONEY AND METAL.
Monevon call,
INSURANCE should be taken at
mer Why
2
steady, )i
pjreent. Prime
Silver
cent.
earliest
the
cantile paper
5) per
possible age.
57.
BECAUSE of its minimum cost.
21.
Lead
New Vork, March
steady,
BECAUSE the money invested can be
84.60
84.05; copper, firm, 12.
doubled or trebled by taking paid up
GRAIN.
insurance.
21.
Close.
March
Wheat,
Chicago,
K.
May, 92; July, 86
BECAUSE men, sufficiently protectuorn, May, vt. Juiy, su
ed, with keener business insight and
Oats, May, 40; July, 38.
wider experience are able to make betPORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ter and safer investments than in
Pork, May, 813.10; July, 813.30.
Lard, May, 86.92K; Julv, 87.10.
earlier years.. PROTECT your home
Ribs, May, 80.77K; July, 86.906. 923
and your old age by taking out your
8T0CK.
21.
Cattle Policy in the strongest Company in
Kansas City, Mo., March
the world.
market receipts, steady.
Native steers, 83.50
85.25; South
2.3U is 9 is; aautnern
ern steers,
83.15; native cows and
cows, 82.40
heifers, 82.00 (3 84.20; Stackers and
It is the
84.30; bulls, 82.50
feeders, 83.00
86.50; western
83.70; calves, 83.00
"GOVERNMENT BONDS"
84.40; western cows,
steers, 83.30
New York. March 21.

ii

.

THE EQUITABLE

82.00

53.

'.

EASTER OPENING

MILLINERY PARLORS

.

STJ2.EE:3

IRELAJWS PHARMACY
0F
the filling of Physician's
Is the Superior Quality of Drugs used
THQS'

I

4u.
'.;
of Life Assurance
Sheep market receipts, steady.
85.10; lambs, 84.75
Muttons, 83.90
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, A6ENT.
3 $5.00; Range weathers, 84.30
84.70;
84.35.
Ewes, 83.00
Santa IF N. M.
Cattle, market. 102 Chapelle Street
Chicago, March 21.
receipts, slow.
(iooQ to prime steers, 85.25
85.75;
ooor to medium. 83.50
85.00; stockers
and feeders, 82 50 ut 84 30; cows 81.60 g
84.00; heifers, 82.50 (g 84.50; canners,
83 50; bulls, 83 00 3 84 Oo;
81.60
5
ng- ,
86 25; Texas fed steers,
calves, 83.00
OF
85.00.
In ward No. 4, up to Saturday even- 84.09
MESDAMES HALL and DAVIS,
Sheep receipts, strong.
ing last 309 voters were registered.
Good to choice wethers, 84.25
85.10; East Corner Plaza
j& San Francisco St
Citizens desiring to vote at next month's
84.50;
to choice mixed, 83.50
fair
ALL THE LATEST NEW YORK
no
must
lose
in
time
election
city
western sheep, 83.25
85.25; native
STYLES FOR'"""
registering, else "their votes will not be lambs, 84.50 9 85.50, western lambs,
and
SPEIN-85.75.
84.00(3
election
on
received
day.
INCLUDING "
Democratic primaries for the election
The Annual Dividend Policy
Maline Nets, Chiffons, Braids.
of delegates to the Democratic city con3t the Best Life Insurance.
Flowers direct from the hands
vention of Albuquerque will be held UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS CO., CINCINNATI.
of the workmen, Best Quality
there this evening. The Democrats of
Lowest Rates B'ggest Returns.
the Duke City expect to make a hard
I. B. A R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Liberty Lomsine Taffeta Satin
scrap to carry the election next month- Room 15, Catron Block.
and Velvet Ribbons, Stocks, ColThe city was visited yesterday after'
lars and Handkerchiefs. Fancy
ments here.
noon oy a wina storm and some
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
Brooches, Hatpins and Buckles.
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds rain. There was a good rain this mornhas received a leave of absence and ing and the Indications point toward
Fall line Shirt Waist Novelties.
Try a New Mexican wast "ad.'
Ala-mogor-

We will furnish youi
house from kitchen to garret on easy payments, or
will give reasonably low
prices for cash. '
All kinds of new and
second-hangoods' boight
and sold.

,

GLAM

in

Prescriptions, and

the skill and accuracy with which they are prepared and dispensed.

u C. Inland, PeessSSSss

Santa Fe New Mexican, Mondav, March

WITH THE

Rock island System
RUNS

Agent Appointed.
George E. Urton of Roswell, was today appointed New Mexico agent of
the Chaves Land and Cattle Company
in place of J. E. Carroll, resigned.
Territorial Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
today received the following public
funds: From William G. Black, treasurer and
collector of San
Juan County $17.05 taxes for 1902, and
From H. O.
$149.27 taxes for 1903.
Bursum, superintendent of the territorial penitentiary,
earnings.

convicts'

$212.50

Insure, Your Property
ATLAS ASSURANCE

Receiving the Full
Benefit.
There have been many cases like
the following in Santa Fe. Everyone
relates the experience of people we
know. These plain, straightforward
statements will do much toward relieving the suffering of thousands. Such
testimony wih be read with interest
by many people.
Ruperto Martinez of Griffin st., says:
"I knew that a pretty sure Indication of
kidney complaint is an aching back, but
in my case there was added to that annoyance trouble with the kidhey secretions. At first the pain across the loins
was the only evidence,, but latterly the
condition and action of the kidney secretions plainly told me that I must do
something for my kidneys or aggravated troub'le would follow. I went to Ireland's drug store for Doan's Kidney
Pills, took a course of the treatment
and the complication stopped. To show
my faith in Doan's Kidney Pills, let me
tell you that while working at Watrous
getting out stone for the railroad an
acqaintance' of mine was compelled to
stop and go tiome on account of his
back. I advised him to use Doan's Kidney Pills. He acted on my advice and
in a couple of days after commencing
their use he returned to work."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.

Santa

IN CONNECTION

X904.

BROUGHT TO LIGHT.

OFFICIALMATTERS.
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Fe People
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CO., Ltd., LONDON.

1904 March. 1904

I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
"

Room

15,

Catron Block.

San

Mon Taes Wed Thar FrI !1sat

lunch counter at Bon Ton.
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1

HOMESEEKERS'

EXCURSION.

Another series of homeseekers' tickets has been arranged for from points
in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and
Nebraska, to points in New Mexico,
Colorado, Arizona and Texas, the rate
will be one fare plus two dollars for
the round trip.
Dates of sate December 1, and 15,
1903, January 5 and 19, 1904, February
2 and 16, March 1 and 15, and April
5 and 19, 1904.
Final limit for return passage 21
days from date of sale.
Write and tell your friends In the
east and call on any agent of the Santa Fe for information.
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St.' Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, In charge
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where Information will be ch eerful'.y iurcished.

Contest of Chaves Versus Marquez
Decided.
M. R. Otero and Receiver
Register
TO
Fred Muller yesterday rendered a decision in the contest of Apolonio Chavez, et al, versus Ueliciana Marquez involving homestead entry No. 7522, for
H. S. LUTZ,
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
SE
S
NE
let 1, SW
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
14
R
section 35, T
NE
SE
N,
SOCIETIES.
The deIf you wish to make quick sales you
9 E, in the town of Galisteo.
TATE LIMITED"
We "GOLDEN
of
citizens
of
wares.
the
to
was
will
in
favor
advertise
cision
have
your
Masonic.
Galisteo and recommended that the enin
Is
cancelled.
be
try
Insure Your Property In
MONTEZUMA LODGE
Homestead Entries.
"BLST WEALS ON WHEELS"
INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL,
ROYAL
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
The following homestead entries
f. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
have been made in the local United
Regular communlca
Room 15, Catron Block.
tion first Monday In
States land office: No. 7852, March -- 8.
"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
each month at Masonie
Enrique Baca of Wagon Mound, E
SE
NE
SE
NW
SE
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
COLONISTS
CLASS
SECOND
Foster-Mllbur- n
N.
A N. BROWN, G. P. A
T. H. HEALY,
Y.,
Co., 'Buffalo.
NE
section 20,
section 17, NE
S. SPITZ, W. M.
RATES TO CALIFORNIA.
sole
the
United
for
States,
r
El
Paso.
Texas,
agents
Agent.
Passeng
T 18 N, R 22 E, 160 acres in Mora
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
1904.
to
no
1st
March
other.
take
30th,
April
County. No. 7853, March 19. Justo
the name Doan's and
Remember
The following second class colonist
SE
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
Griego of Trementina, SE
rates will be in effect daily from
take no other.
SW
SW
section 15, and S
No; 1, R. A. M. Regular
to
to
all
1st
March
1904,
30,
April
prin
SE
section 14, T 12 N R 23 E, 160
TAILORING.
convocation second Mon
From Chicago $33; St.
cipal
acres in San Miguel County.
Mural ter, the tailor, is headquarters Louis points:
day In each month at Ma$30; Missouri River points $25;
for fine spring and summer suits, latest Santa Fe $25. Rates to intermediate
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
THE BEST EVER.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large points to be no higher, for further par
The company which will present "A line of samples of Murphy Brothers' ticulars call on
of the San- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
any
agent
Wise Woman," the latest musical farce line, fine business suits from $17 up, ta Fe.
H. S. LUTZ.
at the new opera house in the near trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
SANTA FE COMMANDERT
Santa
Fe, N. M.
Agent,
future has a really wonderful array of attention is calleu to a fine line of
No. 1, K. T. Regular conwell known people enlisted In the samples and styles of ladies fancy
loiDorted and Native Wines for Family Use.
clave fourth Monday In each
In
Insure
Your
OM
Property
OUR SPECIALTIES
Craw, McBrayer. Ouckenheimer Rye, Taytat
ranks of the organization. The man- spring tailor made suits. A call to
month at Masonic Hall at
and Pax ton, Old Jordan aad Monogram, Ky., Whiakiea.
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
agement do not believe in the too inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
two
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
common system of "one or
SANTA FE, N.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET
giving Perfect fits guaranteed.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Rooom 15, Catron Block.
the whole show," but have organized
what is undoubtedly one of the strongNotice for Publication.
K. OF P.
est farce comedy casts ever brought
(Homestead Entry No. 7l:W).
together.
Department of the Iistekiob,
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Feb. 24, 1904.
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting ev,
is
herebv
Notice
the
that
wants
so
of
the
given
our
is
following
see
teams busy supplying the
peoThat why you
named settler lias tiled notice of his intention
Aiticlesof
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Incorporation,
fine
our
HiiiiI
with
of
to
in
his
inane
claim,
ple
proof
support
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
be made before
and that said proot will
Probate Clerk of Sandoval County, at SanTERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
Avenue
and Water Street. Visiting
doval, N. M, on April 4. 1SI04, viz: Emiterio
Office of the Secretary.
Knights given a cordial welcome.
Montoya for the s'A ne!4. pe'i nwX and lots 2
O
Q
and 3, section 7. township 19 north, range
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
CERTIFICATE.
2 east.
He names the following-witnesseto
TIIfcCE
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the prove his continuous residence upon, and
of said land, viz; Evaristo Mon(Effective January x, 1904.)
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby cultivation
toya. Martin Montoya, Jose Agapito Garcia,
No. 720 leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
was filed for record In this Jose Andres Naranjo all of Jemez,
N. M.
there
certify
That there is some difference
Mantel R. Otbko Register. to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
I. O. O. F.
office at 3 o'clock p. m., on the 18th
in wood. Our wood is the best
connection from El Paso and Southern
of March A. D., 1901, articles of in
day
CURED CONSUMPTION.
to be had & always at your call- California, returning, arrive at Santa SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F,
corporation of "Sloan Coal Company,"
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kas. Fe at 11:50 a. m.
Meets every Friday evening in Odd
I
have writes: "My husband 'May sick for
(No. 3657), and also that
No. 722
Sauta Fe at 4:10 p.m., Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
the following
copy of three months. The doctors said he to connect leaves
compared
with Nc. 1, west bound, for
the same, with the original thereof had
We procured Southern California, returning arrive at Visiting brothers welcome.
consumption.
quick
corGEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. Q.
now on file, and declare it to be a
a bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
OFFICE: Gartield Avenue, Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot
Phone No. 85 rect
A.
P.
and
of
HOGLE,
the
therefrom
Secretary.
transcript
and it cured him. That was six years
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.
whole' thereof.
we
since
and
then
have
to connect with No. 7 westbound for
In witness whereof, I have hereunto ago a bottle in the house. We always
cannot El Paso, San Francisco and Northern CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
kept
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
set my hand and affixed my official do
without it. For coughs and colds
the second and fourth Tuesday " of
seal this eighteenth day of March, A. it has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1. California points.
Passengers for No. 8 eastbound will each month at Odd Fellows' Hall, VisD., 1904.
Fischer Drug Company.
also leave or No. 724. Train makes
welcome.
W.
J.
RAYNOIiDS,
(Seal.)
connection with No. 7 but does not iting patriarchs
LEGAL NOTICE.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
Secretary of New Mexico.
I, Frederick Muller, do hereby give wait for No. 8. Returning, arrive at
By GEORGE A. FLEMING, '
notice
that I was appointed by the Santa Fe at 9:30 p. m.
A. O. U. W.
Assistant Secretary.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
court of Santa Fe County, New
probate
all
the
We,
being per Mexico, administrator of the estate of
undersigned,
Now
NIAGARA
letween
LOUIS
daily
Chicago,
sons over the age of twenty-on- e
years H. N. Willcox, deceased. All persons Los Angeles and San Francisco. This GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. 9. U. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wedand citizens of the United States, de
FALLS
having claims against the estate of train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40 nesday at o p. m. .
CHICAGO
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deceased
present the
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
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of New Mexico,
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to
indebted
the deceased will pay their No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe
B. P. O. ELKS.
BOSTON hereby certify as follows:
BUFFALO
to the administrator.
at 11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
1st. .The name of the corporation is debts
solid
run
FREDERICK
of
All
above
trains
MULLER,
through
"Sloan Coal Company."
Administrator, from Chicago to California and carry SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
2nd. The purpose for which it is
Holds its regular session on the
February 25, 1904.
through Pullman and tourists sleepers
formed are the mining, selling of coal
ol
except California Limited, which car second and fourth Wednesdays
Track from Kansas City a the purchasing and acquiring of title
Vh ehartMt and OiHy Um Km nine Over Hi
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MORE
RIOTS.
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Sleepers
CSmtmmocm.
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to coal lands, and everything conect
Disturbances of strikers are not Through sleeping car reservation ar vited and welcome.
ed with the mining and selling of
J. B. DAVIS, H. R.
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and anthracite;
coal,
'
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
loss
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Office:
system.
Overwork,
Ticket
and Service Unexcelled
City
and whatever character said coal may
nervous tension will be followed CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
Three SeJM Fast Tfcragfc Trains Dally be, and of the making and disposing sleep,utter
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
by
H. S. LUTZ. AGENT.
collapse, unless r- reliable
and selling of coke and other pro
is immediately employed.
remedy
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
of coal.
Fafla. ' Meals tarred la the eeH ducts and
movant allowed oa all UskeW via
so efficient to cure dis
Insure Your Property in
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
3rd. The place where its principal There's nothing
Elecnt-- d Wabash Palace Dloiaf Can. For further inforaetton Inquire of Ooodm
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Kidneys
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visitlna
business is to be transacted is the city orders of the Liver wondeful
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
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of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, in the tric Bitters. It's a
chiefs cordially invited.
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
for run down syseffective
nervine
MMVBB. mftiiDe.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
Room 15, Catron Block.
Territory of New Mexico.
tems. It dispels Nervousness, Rheu
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
4th. The term for which it is to
matism and Neuralgia and expels Ma
exist is fifty years from the date of fil laria
Booth's oysters anyway you want
germs. Only 50c, and satisfacof
these articles.
ing
tion guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co, them at Bon Ton.
5th. The number of its directors
shall be five, and the names and resi
Insure Your Plate Glass In the
The
GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
NEW MEXICAN PRWTIfM COM Dealers.
dences or the persons who are ap
METROPOLITAN INS. CO. NEW YORK.
MUTUAL BUILDING
. LOAN
The
Route
has
recently
Burlington
pointed to act as such until their suc Issued a
ievata Fe
e
booklet
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
the
ASSOCIATION
bearing
cessors are elected and qualified are
title "Mines and Mining in the Black
Room 15, Catron Block.
John H. Sloan, Santa Fe, New Mex Hills."
Has On Hand for Loans
ico; Alletta E. Sloan, Santa Fe, New
one
book
is
should
be
which
The
SECOND
CLASS
COLONIST
Mexico; Charles A. Spless, Las Ve
RATES TO THE NORTHWEST,
read by every mining man in Colo
gas, New Mexico; Thomas P. Gable,
1
I
They will loan you all or any part ol it.
Santa Fe, New Mexico; David M rado. It gives more information about March to April 30, 1904, via Santa Fe
Second class rates Santa Fe to Hele
of
the
mines
Black
than
Hills
the
has
New
Mexico.
Santa
White,
Fe,
The best way on earth to save money
6th. The amount of its capital ever before been placed between two na, Butte and Missoula, Montana, will
stock is five hundred thousand dollars covers. A copy 'will be mailed free be $32, to Portland, Tacoma and Seattake out gome stock. You. will
tle $37, to Spokane $34.50, for particuon application to the undersigned,
be pleased with the returns you set.
($500,000), divided into five thousand
All trains are examined at every divit
The Black Hills need Colorado men lars call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
(5,000) shares of the par value of one
H. S. LUTZ.
Further Information furnished by
sion station that Is, at intervals of a hunand money. Several of the shrewdest
hundred dollars ($100) each.
Fe.
Santa
men
state
in
Invest
Agent,
this
have
already
R.
In
execut
we
witness whereof,
have
J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
dred miles or so.
ed and acknowledged this certificate ed heavily in the Hills. The results
Office: Catron if lock, Up Stairs
Insure
Your
In
Property
When you hear the hammer ring or
and have subscribed our respective so far have been more than satisfac
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA. K
tory. The completion of the Bulling AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. LOUIS.
names thereto.
see the flare of the torches, you know what
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Dated the 16th day of March, A. D., ton's new line to the Northwest brings
33333gggjJsjsJi33JM
is taking
the Black Hills within a night's ride
1904.
Room 15, Catron Block.
train is being "looked
(Signed)
of Denver. You can leave Denver to
JOHN H. SLOAN,
over."
v
Keep your business ever before the Santa
ALLETTA E. SLOAN,
night and be in Deadwood or Load
Fe'Filiirec ani
home
b
in
your
public
tomorrow
advertising
afternoon.
CHARLES A. SPIESS,
In this matter of examining equipment
City
G. W. VALLERY,
paper. A good advertiser always nas
THOMAS P. GABLE,
and
the
frequently
thoroughly
BurlingGen'l Agent, Burlington Route, Den success In any onest enterprise
DAVID M. WHITE.
Jewelry Hannfactirinf Co.
Territory of New Mexico, County of ver, Colo.
ton is, perhaps, a little more systematic
Santa Fe.- ss.
than any other railroad. The reason is
On .this 16th day of March, A. D.,
TRAGEDY AVERTED.
1904, before me personally
"Just in the nick of time our little
AND
appeared
LUMC8
IT PAYS.
John H. Sloan, Alletta E. Sloan, boy was s. ved," j writes Mrs. W. Wat-kin- s
Charles A. Spiess, Thomas P. Gabfe,
of Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneu
WITH
To Omaha and Chicago 4:15 p. m.
and David M. White, to me known to monia, had played sad havoc with him
and 10:35 p. in.; to Kansas City and
be the persons described in and who and a terrible cough set in besides. DocSt, Louis 2:00 p. m. and 10:35 p. m.
executed the foregoing
instrument, tors treated him, but he grew worse
and acknowledged that they executed every dayV At length we tried Dr.
the same as their free act and deed.
Price
King's New Discovery for ConsumpN. Mondragon, Mgr.
OUGHS aad
50c $1.00
Witness my hand and official seal tion, and pur darling was saved. He's
Ticket Office, 103917th
Free
Trial.
this 16th day of March, A. D., 1904.
now sound and well." Everybody ought
.
Q. W. VALLERY, General Agt.
A. M. BERGERE,
to know, it's the only sure cure for
(Signed)
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
Colds and all Lune disease.
(Seal)
Coughs.
ZHBOAT and IiUKO TROUB-XJE- S,
DENVER
Clerk District Court 1st Judicial Dis Guaranteed by Fiscrfer Drug Co. Price
or MONEY BACK.
Laighlia Building, Don Cupar Avaut
50c and f 1.00. Sample bottles free.
trict, Territory of New Mexico.
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Fine Wines, Liquors h Cigars
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REAUN6T0N TYPEWRITERS

$2,000.00

Safety
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KILLthe COUCH
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Jov; Discovery
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Uii Silver Filigree

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, March
AT THE CLOUDS FROLI THE TOP
And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We oo
above them in places.

LOOK

Mexican Central Railway
With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.
Address the undersigned for lull and reliable Information.
A. DULOHERY,
W. D. Ml) R DOCK, A. G. P. A.,
Commercial Agent,. El Paso, Texas.
City of Mexico.

Tat lies!
at "OUR PLACE"
Wmas for Family Trad.
t ' t
by Telephone WIB Be Promptly PBted

WiH Be Found a Poll

Often

W. ft. PRICE.

Use

of TaW

Prop.

It

Santa Fe,

N. M.

tlH.Www1wwMX

WELLS ARE THE

7

2tt J 904.

CONSTIPATION

ONLY SALVATION .tf?,?l nJn? y?an l "Offered
?.Vi5!n2 S?d ,lurinK ,hi9 time
ater once
SSm

with chronic con.
to""1
take so
every nonr before
1
S..warm
an
on
ai'"'"
bowels. Happily I
my
,.i2t
Oascurets, mid today I am a
man
During the limeyars before I used Cascareta I
suffered untold misery with internal
. Thanks
f.2
that this morning. Yoi
ftonl
nJ this '.re1behalf
of suffering humanity."
B. F. Fisher, Koanoke, 111.
1

T'

For the Sheep Raisers of New Mex
ico McGillivary Brothers East
of Estancia Have Eight of
Them.

2iw'

RANGE VERY DRY BUT

STOCK

IN GOOD

The Dowels

BKIC BOTHJK

B. QCIOKSIi

Jt J When You Come to Albuquerque Doat Forget J

THE

t

ZEIGER

t

CAFE

BOTHE, Proprietors.

QUICKEL

C3ab Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Corner Railroad Arenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
AXBUQUBRQUB
.

J. WEINBERGER
SOT7TH

SISE FXjJSJZ-S.- ,

32.1TTJ1

FS.

MEXICO,

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS

CANOV CATHARTIC

William McGillivary of the firm of
McGillivary Brothers, sheep raisers
east of Estancia, spent a few days of Pleasant, Palatable,
Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 50o. Never
last week in this city. He was ac Ne,e,r
old inS'0?",
bnllt. The
tablet
C C O.
or your money stamped
companied by Mrs. McGillivary and Uuaranteed to cure genuine
back.
and
on
were
here
or
Co.,
Sterling Remedy
N.Y. 603
Chicago
pleasure
they
partly
partly to make purchases. Mr. Mc ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Gillivary stated that the sheep range
of the McGillivary Brothers east of
tancia is very dry but that neverthe $390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
THE SOUTHWEST.
less sheep are still in prime condition,
There have been no losses during this The Rock Island system offers 20
winter, although the number of the prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
fleecy animals owned by him and his for letters relative to the territory
three brothers will figure up to about along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
20,000.
They have developed water Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas
on the range and so far have drilled and New Mexico. Letters should deal
eight wells. The, water in these was with the writer's experiences since he
struck at a depth of from 300 to 400 settled in the southwest. They should
feet and is being raised to the surface tell how much money he had when he
by wind mills and by gasoline engine arrived, what he did when he first
for came, what measure of success has
power.
They are prospecting
more sites and expect in the next since rewarded his efforts and what he
three or four months to drill four more thinks of that portion of the country
wells. This is what the sheep raisers in which he is located. Letters should
and cattle growers of New Mexico will not be less than 300 nor more than
have to come to in pretty much all secwords in length and will be used
tions of the Territory and the quicker for the purpose of advertising the
they do it, the better for them. An ar- southwest.
Letters are desired not only from
tesian well is now being drilled at Estancia and the people there hope that farmers and farmers' wives, but also
a flow of artesian water will be struck. from merchants, school teachers, clerThere are now between sixty and a gymen; from everyone, in brief, who
hundred settlers in the Estancia Val- has a story to tell and who knows how
ley, who are waiting for the results to tell it.
Mr.
For circular giving details, write
from this drilling experiment.
McGillivary thinks if the drilling is John Sebastian, passenger traffic mankept up that favorable results will en ager, Rock Island system, Chicago,
sue. With some good rains in April
and May, the range would be placed
in fine condition and sheep would go
D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
through the lambing and shearing season all right. If such dp not occur,
Santa Fe Branch.
however, the outlook in eastern ValenTIME TABLE.
cia County is gloomy. There has been
very little snow in the Manzano AST BOUND
WB8T BOUHD
Mountains during the past winter and No. 425.
Milib No. 426
unless rains should set in, the people 5:!Wpm..Ar... .Santa Fe..L..
9:00am
.153.. 8'40pm
in that section will be enabled to raise 6:40am ..Lv.... A.lnicw...Ar
6:50 a m
.Lv
Salida.
via
Alamosa
but very inferior crops. Mr. and Mrs.
Pueblo.. ..Lv..287 2:45am
Lt
McGillivary left on Saturday's Santa 8;00 p m. Lv... .Denver.... Ar .404.. ':20an)
Fe Central train for their ranch home
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
five miles east of Estancia.
where good meals are served.

For the Least Possible Money

Buy your Goods Here.
Family Trade Solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephsne No. 94.

A

feat

for Prof. Pozzoni'i Mountain Sage Malt Tonic

anrcoBrosATEDi

H. B. Cartwright & Bro

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Sundries.
Grocers'
and
Patent Medicines
PRO KPT ATTENTION OITKK MAIX OBD1

a SANTA FE, N. JLtJC
A. P. HOGLE

-

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
AU8TEO 8TBEXT
of RcfecncaOrvcnaaaa BMBAUfES. MsgM
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

Connections.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
F.
Woodlard,
Samuel
Palace:
Wichita; J. G. Rider, Milwaukee; S. A.

F. H. Adams,
Horan, Albuquerque;
Chicago; W. H. Andrews, New Mexico;; Mrs. M. P. Gill, Louisville; A. T.
Hathaway, Salida; Frank P. Hook, Las
Vegas; W. P. Newcomb, Silver City;
Philip T. Pastorel, Chicago; F. H.
Pierce, Las Vegas; A. R. Manby, Taos;
a. O. Groman. New York; Charles
Prich-ard- ,
Spence, White Oaks; George W.
White Oaks; Eugenio Romero,
T.as Veeas: Tra O. Whitmore, Coalora;
.T. M. Surano. Lincoln:
I. H. Rapp, Las
Vegas; J. W. Cooper, Rowe; Frank H.
Lennon, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
E. W. Halpiir, Denver; N.
Claire:
P. Nelson and wife, Edith, Colorado;
H. S. Hanner, Milwaukee; Dr. J. A.
Halterman. EsDanola: S. Edminston,
Alamosa; L. Manheim and wife, Louisville, Kentucky; H. N. Greene, Boston;
Thomas N. Youne. Boston; S. A. Ran
kin, Pittsburg, Penn.; William J. Hall,
Trenton, New Jersey; C. O. Bucker, St.
Joseph; I. E. Lyon, Raton; T. W. Col lier, Raton; Juan P. Jaramillo, Torreon.
Ron Ton:
George Zimmer, Albu
querque; Manuel Gonzales, Pojoaque;
L. H. Sims, Denver; J. Kandell, Kansas City; George Collins, Denver; H.
Donaldson. Silver City; Leon Padilla,
Cerriilos; Curtis E. Morrow, City;
Martin Montoya, Cerriilos; William
Pierce, Moriarty.
aad
O. H. Williams
Normandie:
wife, New Castle, Indiana; Isaac Will
M.
iams, Richmond, Indiana; C.
Denver.
Smith,

ramifi

LANDS DHDSR IRRIGATION

FARMING

SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water right are now being offer
for sals in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with pee
petual water rights froaa $17 to $89 per acre, according to location. Pay-etf
ments may be made in ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, traits
all kinds, and sugar beets grow so perfection.

GOLD MINES.

CONDITION

0

M,

Maxwell

At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points via either the standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
entire trip in day light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
also for all points on Creede branch.
At Salida for all points west.
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
Springs for all points east.
Fnr fiirthnr information, sleeping car
reservations time cards, literature, etc.,
call on or address.
F. H. McBkipe, Agent.
Santa Fe. N M.
P A .
i K. Boofkb.G.Colo.
Dnover,
Insure Your Property In
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Room 15, Catron Block.

On this Grant, abont forty miles west of Sprtarer, N. M are the goM
mining districts of Elisabethtown and Baldy, where Important mlnera
discoveries have lately been made. Claims oa n a located greaa may a
made under the mining regulations of the company, .which ar m far-ab- le
to the prospector as the U. 8. government laws.

Near Raton, IT. M., e this grant, ar located tk Coal Mine of th
Raton Coal and Oeke Company, where em ploy meat may be found a
good wages for any wishing to work during ta aeaaoas that farming as?
prospecting can not be successfully doae.
For particulars aad aerferthlag matter apply to

The Maxwell Land

Grant Co

RATON. NEW MEXICO

QJO CALIEfJTE ffOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo- these waters has been thoroughly Seatoted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attesed to
diseases: Paraiynla,
miles west of in the following
vwellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There Is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption),
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the KidAffer
neys, Syphilitic aad Mercurial
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, a4'
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing, $2.50 per day; fll
per week; J50 per month. Stage meet"
Denver trains and waits for Santa
train upon request. This resort la attractive at all seasons, and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Calieate
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For furth

u

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor
N. to

Ojo Callente. Taos County,

I tmderstand tnat the Santa Fe will sell
y
colonist tickets to

one-wa-

during March and April at very low rates:

$25
Please

From Santa Fe.

advlHe me full

0T3
KiiilnOa

particulars.

Navie
Sfreef

ALL

ATo..

THE

WAY

.
City and Sta.te
Cut out this advertisement and mail to
II. S. Lutz, Agent, A. T. & S. F. Ry., Santa Fe, N.

M,

CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
via the famous Ward Steamship Line
to New Tork. The return will be by
rail over any line to El Paso. The entire trip covering thousands of miles,
Moro
Havana, Cuba, and its famous
the
of
dozen
a
and
Castle, Newport
United States,
largest cities of the
can be made for $122.50. A more
trip cannot be planned as stop
over privileges are allowed and the tic
the
kets are good for one year from
date of sale. The trip includes the City
of America,"
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES. of Mexico, the "Paris
can
be secured by
information
Further
...
rr
Nun
"
,w,
" Mntilri: Local
f ulci,aoand In.
S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
W.
addressing
colder
Tuesday
tonight;
showers
general passenger agent, or W. D.
fair weather.
thermometer
registered Murdock, assistant general passenger
Saturday the
as follows: Maximum temperature, 59 agent.
0
degrees, at 12:20 p. m.;Theminimum
mean tern- decrees, at 3:15 a. in.
was
perature lor me ai nours
41 per cent.
Relative humidity,
.
.
nnlHA. .nnl.tavail
Yesteraav" me looruiuuiowji
Effective Sunday, Ooctober 4, 1903.
as follows: Maximum temperature, 58
minimum, 41
degrees, at 3:00 p. m.
North Bound
The mean South Bound
m.
degrees, at 6:35 a.84 homrs
was
50 de- No 2 Mi
the
for
Alt. No 1
Stations,
temperature
cent.
'No trouble to answer questions
grees. Relative humidity, 61 per
ram.
7,000 2.00 p
Arrl
11.00
OlLve
Fe...
of
Santa
inch
an
Precipitation, 0.05 of
6.650 1.45 p
11.15
..Uonaciana..
43
too
ay,
6,400 1 20 n
.Veera Blanca.
11.40
Temperature at 0:00 a. in.
6,050 12.30 p
12.30
...Kennedy...
degrees.
6,125 12.10 P
Clark....
12.45
6.370 ill. 2 a
.... Stanley
1.35
..
6,250 10.55 a
2.05
...Moriarty
LETTER LIST.
THE .
ThAlJl
6.175 10 85 a
2 25
...Mcintosh..
uncalled
6,140 10.05 a
3.00
...Batancia...
?List of letters remaining
v.au
a
6,125
....Willard...
3.35
.
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M., 4.01
H
..Prog-reaao.6.210 9.00 a
6,285 8.40 a
Bianea....
for the week ending March 19, 1904. 4.20
a
8.00
Lve
116
6,475
00
..Torrance..
5
Arr
If not called for within two weeks
j
will be sent to the dead letter office
Connecting at Santa Te, N. M., with
at Washington:
the Denver ft Rio Grande R. R. for all
.
MonfltaiH Time.
Borreg-oDemeoia
Orteea. Mrs Nliil
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, MonLeaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p.
Baoa, Lus
Ortiz, Mrs Maud
North'
Great
and
the
tana,
Washington
Hrandoliui, Antonio P, Mr Sam
west.
Ortia, Lua Duran da Radeke, Mr E 6
Fulkerson. Mrs
Stevens, A D
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all polat
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., witn
Charlea W
Stevens, 1 W
runs
through to New Orleans, Shreve-po- rt North, East and Southeast
Smit .HE
Gareia, Ambroelo
the El
System for
Gonsalea. Doming A Sohyler, Bd
For schedules, rate and other la
and
St Louis rithout changa.
all
and
Louis
Kansas
City, Chicago, St
Hall. Jack
Samora. Elijio
formation
call on or address,
Los
Angeles
Carries
sleepers
Hinaea, Frank
through
Bltorlno
and
Tatars.
points east and for El Paso, Texas
MuUer.AG
Maria
intermediate
Vigil.
and
points.
all points In Southern New Mexico, t Chicago
Vinril. Candido
McDonald, P D
Vlg-iMattox, Aaron
Pedro
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
Martinea. Juan Lujaa WeU, Edward
R. W. CURTIS
Maes, Aniceto
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
In calling please say advertleed and points east and west on the Atchison,
Southwestern Passenger Agent
Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway.'
give the date.
EL PASO, TEXAS
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
For rata and information aodreas
. Tumim
X O. IrSOHiAD
B. W. BOBBINS,
Postmaster.
"
ana TrKc Agesss
n.
paeaenger
Aaat
snjsr
Oanaral Paaaengar Agent,
DALLAS, TBXAS
TlXAi
X
AtO.
M.
will
N,
to
Fa,
It
p7 ro adrertlac Try tt

Texas

Pacific Railway

r

uimj, Santa Fe Central Rail'y.

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Bstancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER.Q
pattrOAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY 01 WATERQ
RUS8EL 8AQE'8 ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will aoon rank with Horace Qreely'a aphorism,

.

"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If you aro going to do a good thing, do It in the best way," Is
another maxim of which you will appreciate the force If yoa will either
oatl on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
LOTS ELSEWHERE.
BE WISE.

I

v

Own a Town Lot and Home. .
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a lire town, and
your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
It is entirely safe to presume that within a Tery short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most substantial towns in this section of the southwest
THE
Be sure and write for all information desired at once.
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERMS TO SUIT.
Adddress all comunicationa to
W. P. CLARKE,
SANTA FC,
NEW MEXICO.
Over a million acres rtf land open far Hoaustscdara ia the RSTAN-CVALLUr good son sad plan of wassr, watea aa t aad frosa
eiU to tairtr teat

Put your money into land
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, March 2 J, 1904.

We are now rolling up our sleeves for the largest year's business the store has had. Going to get it, too, if appreciation of yoar
patronage, proper store methods, a splendid stock to select from, the fairest kind of pricing, and progressive merchandizing will count for
anything. This has baen the basis of past success so far. We are going to merit your patronage more than ever before. Give us a trial !

Real Bargains in

Lacqueret

"The Dainty Decorator"

Furniture Dept.

sE55a9

Queensware
Alabastine
We will sell you if you will

The Beautiful Wall Coating

.

only get our prices.

Harness
Saddlery

For the Home
For the Schools.

Studebaker

Get color card

Wagons

NEW PBiCES

NEW STOCK

Farm and Spring Work.

Mechanics Tools

In

For Blankets, Drawn Work, Filigree Jewelry,
Burnt Leather Goods of All Kinds .

...

We Carry

Best Alade.

Ammunition

UNANIMOUS VERDICT.

From the many articles the past
few weeks received from various sourA Large Portion of the Business ces it will be seen that the comedy
farce, "A Wise Woman," is a strictly
Section of the Town Totally
first class attraction with more origiDestroyed.
and novel features than any
nality
visited
Rosa
has
been
Santa
by company that has
again
yet visited us. It
a disastrous fire, the second within a remains to be seen how
they will be
year, which has practically wiped out appreciated.
the business portion of the town. Stepp's
hotel was totally destroyed, also a butchMe Adow's
office, a barber shop and a rooming house. The
origin of the fire is unknown. The loss
Is nearly entirely covered Dy insurance.
No one was injured and the greater part
of the contents of the burned building
were saved.

DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.

$5 REWARD.

Fexican Filigree Jewelry
OF

Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
FILIGREE tt WHOLESALE
UYUO BUGS and IMDIAI GOODS

$
247 San Francisco

tli UTAH

St

.

.

We have just received large

GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC

CARD OF THANKS.
We, the undersigned, very respectfully extend our sincere thanks to all
who assisted and helped us during the
sickness, death and funeral of our
child, and especially to the members
of the Santa Fe Typographical Union
No. ,405, for the beautiful floral contribution which we highly appreciate
and esteem.
BENIGNO MTJNIZ AND WIFE.

MANUFACTURER

GARDENTO0LS
HOSE

the line of Guns and

SANTA ROSA IN FLAMES.

j& J& M

THE BEST IS
THE CHEAPEST

Field

shipment of Rubber and Cotton
Hose. See Quality and get our
Price

CHINAWARE,

Steam Fitters Supplies

at
KAADT'S CURIO STORE

Prepare for the Garden

PAINTS, OILS AND
GLASS,

Builders Hardware

Call

Goods

Makes old furniture look like
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork.
Anybody can apply it.

Cash or Installment.

THE SAMPSON
Is the Best

Seasonable

er shop, Mulvane's store,
restaurant, Dr. Desinairas'

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

BARBED WIRE

JACOB WELTMEE,!
PERIODICALS.

BOOK?, STATIOJiEIJY,
AGAZIiES,
Headquarters for

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
1 zosoanrranciseost.

Santa F. tt. M.

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
a

At Oar

4

Undertaking Parlors

Tie Latest Scientific Methods of Eatbalatet
Lost between Closson stable or ire
Calls
Answered froa tie Parlon Day or Night or by D0R0TE0 SENA, Agw
Employed.
Cienega, New Mexico, one buckskin
bead pune containing $16 In bills. Fria Roes'. Oar Parlors Coaslst of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Salte at No. Ill
Finder will receive $5 reward by re- Uacola Arcane, West Side Plata, Saata Fe, New Mexico.

Meeting of Penitentiary Commissioners.

The board of penitentiary commis
sioners was In session todav at the ter turning same to Miguel Ortiz, Santa
ritorial pen tentiary. There were pres Fe. N. M.. or Preciliano Ortiz. Pena
ent: F. H. Pierce of Las Vegas, presiN. M.
dent; Juan Nevarro of Mora, secretary; Blanca,
Malaquias Martinez of Taos, and VV. H.
Newcotub of Silver City. Routine b isi- ness and auditing of accounts .were the
order of the day.

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

i

Iaadt s

Photographic Studio
Up

No Work

Do

Stairs Over Kerr's Barber Shop.

Delivered Unless Satisfactory.

m

Supply of Government Seed Exhausted.
Delegate Rodey announces that it will
be useless for citizens of New Mexico to

WAHT

write him for any more seed this year, AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- that he received and distributed in New
Mexico five times what he was entitled
and
FOR SALE Sweet cream
to, and, therefore, the department has choice fresh new laid eggs for table
shut down and will not give him any use. Also White
Leghorn eggs for
more.
setting. Send orders to Mrs. Hinckley,
Johnson Street.
ACCIDENT IN EL PASO MINE
FOR SALE Lot and five room
house with improvements. Palace Av
Four Miners Badly Injured By Falling nue. Further particulars apply F. S
of Timbers Near Bottom of
Davis.
Shaft.
RANCH for rent or on share, with
Cripple Creek, Colorado, March 21
Two sets of timber near the bottom of orchard, full bearing. Irrigating wat
the El Paso mine fell today and badly er. Twelve miles from Santa Fe. Ap
injured four miners, one, Harry San-te- ply J. B. Lamy.
probably fatally. Superintendent
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
Eaton says the accident was one of
those unavoidable affairs as the work kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
at the bottom of the shaft was new as Secretary Capital City Band.
well as the timbers which are subject
FOR SALE Fine saddle pony. Into slipping on account' of newly broken
at Claire Hotel.
quire
ground.
FOR SALE Team of horses and
mountain wagon.
Inquire at New
EARTHQUAKE SHOCK
e,

G
at
H.

W"
QOEBEL
The Hardware Dealer
CATRON BLOCK, NO. 3

f.

SANTA FE, N. H.

IN HARTFORD.

n

DUDRuT,

.

MOfJTENIE

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

closing
OUT

SALE!
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
At less than Cost.

Mexican.

Hartford, March 21 An Earthquake
FOR RENT New 7 room cottage,
shock was felt here early this morning. Rath, stationary ranee and all the
No damage was done. The earthquake modern improvements.
Apply to Geo.
was felt throughout New England.
E. Ellis, jiaire notei.
FOR RENT The Manderfleld house
Insure Your Property In
lately occupied by H. Dorman, on the
ORIENT INSURANCE CO, HARTFORD.
Cerrillos Road, with large orchard,
I. B. A R. H. HANNA, Agents.
corral, etc. For particulars apply to
Room 15, Catron Block.
J. P. Victory, 112 San Fraacisep $t

Ss,

TOURISTS:

know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store & Free Museum
Do you

$

Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Franclscc Street and Burro Alley

